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Fair; Temperature
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Tonight

EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED PRE8B

GERMANY'S REPLY

CREATE NATIONAL PARK BUREAU
Livingston, Mont.. Sept. 11. The su

perintendents of the various national
parks, with Secretary Fisher, Assist
ant Secretary Thompson and other of
ficials of the Department of the Interior, have assembled In the Yellow
stone National Park for a six days'
conference that Is expected to result
in important changes in the methods
of administration
of the national
ON
THE parks. The conference will be de
ARE
THE NATIONS
voted to a thorough discussion of Sec
VERGE OF DISAGREEMENT
retary Fisher's plan to place the res
REGARDING MOROCCO
s
ervations in charge of a separate bu
reau, with a commissioner at Its head.

DISPLEASES
FRANCE

SEPTEMBER

11,

That.

1911.

CITY EDITION

CONGRESS AGAINST ALCOHOL.

CHINESE TROUBLE

The Hague, Sept. 11. Noted Phys
FLY Icians,
scientists, jurists and various
other representatives of the leading
countries o fthe world were present
today at the opening of the thirteenth
International Congress Against Alco
holism, the sessions of which are to
continue for one week. The gathering
promises to be the most interesting
of its kind ever held. The addresses
ROBERT G. FOWLER LEFT SAN and discussions will deal with the TWENTY ARE KILLED WHEN
educational, scientific, social, econom
MOB STORMS RESIDENCE
FRANCISCO FOR NEW YORK
ic and remedial phases of the alcohol
OF VICEROY
TODAY
question. Among the delegates from
States
United
are
the
Mrs. Edith
Smith Davis of Wisconsin, Judge Wil- GOVERNMENT
TAKES ACTION
A
TO FLY IN
WRIGHT BIPLANE liam J. Pollard of
St Louis, E. H.
Sherrington of Ohio, Prof. Charles
TO THE TROU
HE EXPECTS TO MAKE THE TRIP Scanlan of Pittsburg, Prof. P. J. Len SENDS TROOPS
nox of Washington, D. C., and Rev.
BLESOME PROVINCES TO PUT
IN TWENTY-SIDAYS OF
Peter J. O'Callaghan of Chicago, presDOWN RIOTING
RAPID FLIGHT
ident of the Catholic Toal Abstinence

BIRD AN TO

Do Your Best and Let
'Er Go at

LEASED WIFE TELEGRAPH SERVICE
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THE DAILY MAXIM

ACROSS THE

HAS BECOME

CONTINENT

SERIOUS

LARGEST VAUDEVILLE THEATER.
New York. Sept 11. In the new
.

STRIKE

WILL

BE

Bushwlck theater, which was cpened
with a matinee performance today,
Brooklyn lays claim to having Jhe
largest theater In the country devoted
exclusively to vaudeville. The new
playhouse cost $250,000 and has a
seating capacity of 2,500. In Its In
terlor furnishings and equipment it
compares favorably with the finest
ot modern theaters. The house la to INTERNATIONAL
PRESIDENT OF
be identified with the Percy G. Wil
BLACKSMITHS' UNION MAKES
liams circuit
A STATEMENT.

ONLY

FINAL

RESORT

MARTIAL LAW IN ITALY.

Chiasso, Switzerland, Sept 11.
STILL HOPES FOR CONFERENCE
KAISER DEMANDS
KENTUCKY STATE FAIR.
Massafra, the Italian city where mobs
Louisville, Ky., Sept. 11. The man
burned the cholera hospital and car
rled the cholera striqTcenJ patients IF KRUTTSCHNITT WILL CONFER
THE FRENCH ASSERT HE WANTS agement of the Kentucky State Fair,
which had its opening today, has
WITH LABOR LEADERS THERE
through the street was today declare I
MORE THAN HIS SHARE
every reason to be proud of the suc
under martial law. Excesses arin
WILL BE NO TROUBLE.
OF POWER
cess of its efforts to make this the
from the government's preventive
...
Union.
banner exhibition in the history of
measures to combat the plague are reTHE AMERICANS ARE FLEEING ported from several other Italian THE NIGHTFALL - WILL TELL
Every department ACCOMPANIED
BY' A TRAIN
IS REFERRED TO SPECIALISTS the association.
Is filled to overflowing with choice
FREE CATHOLIC HIGH SCHOOL.
towns. In some places doctors, sus
New York, Sept. 11.
ne first free
exhibits, while the racing program
pected by the inhabitants of distrib
FOREIGNERS ARE BEING AFFORD
LEAGUE PROTESTS and the amusement features are of SPECIAL
LLINOIS CE1NTRAL SHOPMEN TO
FOR RE Catholic high school In t
EQUIPMENT
farooklyn
uting poisons, have been attacked.
ED AMPLE PROTECTION
an unusually high class. The attend
BUT
diocese was opened to students toriay.
AGAINST RECESSION FROM
NOTIFY ROAD OF ACTION
PAIRING MACHINE WILL BE
ance of visitors already bids fair to
Heretofore pupils graduating from tho
ARE TAKING NO RISKS
PRESENT POSITION
LATE TODAY.
IN
CARRIED
CARS
establish a new high record.
parochial schools could obtain a high
PIOUS PRIEST TALKED
school training under Catholic ausWashington, Sept 11. Blood has
Paris, Sept. 11. The nature of
Los Angeles, Cal., Sept 11. "We
at one of the Catholic colleges
WILL MAINE GO WET?
pices
San Francisco, Sept. 11. Prelimin
been spilled In Sze Chuen, China, and
reply to the proposals subhave
not yet considered the Question
ORALLYWITH
GOD
convents
or
as
11.
of
the diocese, but
Maine is
Portland, Me., Sept.
the
ary to his start in a Wright bi plane
the situation has grown rapidly in
mitted by France regarding the Mor- voting
of a strike of the shop employes. We
expense associated with this was in
today to decide whether the from this
seriousness. Over twenty rioters and
occan problem has affected French
city for New York, Robert most cases
are still hopfng for another conferprohibitory amendment shall be re G. Fowler made a
prohibitive the young folks
a number of soldiers have been killed EVIDENCE TO THIS EFFECT IS ence with Mr. Kruttschnltt or with
flight at 10:45 had to choose between
circles
The
government
unpleasantly.
tained in the state constitution. There
Into
going
proposals will be referred to special- was every indication that the vote o'clock this morning to test his ma business or entering a public school. in battle during the last few days, re
INTRODUCED IN EFFORT TO ' the 'general managers of tho Harri- to
which
be
under
chine,
on
Moroccan questions.
proved
per The new institution Is under the di- sulting from attacks of dissatisfied
ists
man lines. However, we have not and
would be large. Prayer meetings will
CANONIZE MONK.
will not modify the demand ot the
Germany asks, it appears, that be held throughout the day in many fect control. He remained in the air rection of Very Rev. Gabriel Messmer, natives on the Yamen the residence
ten minutes, passing out over the a brother
Harriman lines. However, we have
every claim of German subjects to churches.
of Xrchbishop Messmer of of Cheng Tu and the viceroy of Sze
San Francisco, Sept. 11. Proceed not and will not
ocean and above the Presidio, cover
Chuen. This Information reached the
concessions In Morocco shall be reMilwaukee.
modify the demand
ings for the canonization of Father for recognition of the federation."
ing about two and one half miles.
state department today.
cognized by France, and that no new
The aviator alighted at the starting
This statement was made by J. W.
Reports to the department indicate Magln Catalis, who came to Califorenterprise shall be started under the WOLGAST-M'FARLAN- D
On nearing the ground the INVESTIGATED
point.
French protectorate
that the American women and chil- nia in 1794 and was stationed at Santa Kline, international president of the
without being
GREED
lower part of the biplane struck and
Internationalized equally. The Gerdren have already left Cheng Tu un- Clara, have passed their most .im Blacksmiths' and Helpers' union ot
NOT CERTAIN upset a lawn sprinkler but no dam
man terms also ask for a free hand
der escort and it is thought that oth portant stage, according to advices re Chicago, who arrived here today. Kline
FOR ANEWSPAPER ers also have departed.
ceived here yesterday from Rome.
age was done. Fowler expressed him
In Morocco with conditions that would
said he still hoped for a conference
A commission appointed by the pope with Julius
as
self
with
result
the
soldiers
to
pleased
highly
With
10,000
French
Kruttschnltt or the genthe
Tuan.Fang,
view, deprive ACTING GOVERNOR
aocordlng
OF WISCON of his teat and at once
began to pre
director of the imperial railways, to examine Rather Catal's writings eral managers ot the Harriman lines
France of all her advantages and
IN MRS. EDDY'S WILL
SIN INSTRUCTS SHERIFF TO
pare for his long aerial voyage. Al ATTORNEY
left Hankow for the disturbed prov- has reported that there is nothing ob- and believed that It a meeting bewould give Germany privileges In
LITIGATION
WORKED
FOR
was
over
ENFORCE LAWS.
the stad
though a light fog
ince on Saturday. Other forces are jectionable in them. Investigation now tween the general managers and the
Morocco beyond those of any power,
will be made into the testimony ot committee of the Federated Shop- ium', the weather was almost ideal. A
NEW YORK WORLD
even those of France.
being collected on the Sze Chuen bor shqty-twwitnesses concerning his crafts could be effected their difof
a
number
A semiofficial note Issued today
der,
Milwaukee, Sept 11. While Sher large crowd, including
saintly life, and miracles which he is ferences readly could be adjusted.
which
the
To
situation,
Investigate
Bays that Minister Be Selves baa iff Arnold says there will be no box city officials and army officers, witH11.
Cross
- Sept.
Concord, N.
declared to have performed.
He admitted, however, that such &
examined the observations presented ing: contest between lightweight Cham- nessed the flight.
eiamloed tolar j frank S. Streeter, ia threatening to Americans, United
Among other things, It la aald that meeting could be arranged.
Hankow
Pontius
a
left
to
Coneul
in
States
Powler
tlie
tor
by the German government In reply pion Ad Wolg-as- t
Wright
oounsel
fly
expect!
defendants, former
and Paoky McFarChrist
Franto
the
good
"The next move should come from
to New Senator William B. Chandler, senior Saturday night tor Chang King. The ciscan. spoke orally
to the French proposals and that be Iand here on Friday night, Matchmak hiplane from San Francls-cMr. Kruttschnltt,." Bald Kline.
conditions arid the fearprobably will take a favorable view er Frank Mulkern ot the National York in Jwenty flying days and in a counsel for the'vlahiiffu in the liti gravity of the
"But suppose "he does not mover
ot the suggestions contained therein Athletic club, says the bout will be total ot twenty-sidays, arriving in gation involving the will of Mary ful possibilities of the mammoth uphe was asked.
for pstablishing the economic equal staged as per agreement and that the New York October 7. He will cross Baker Eddy, said that he first came rising have brought the central govKline replied that he and his assothe Sierras. A special train will act into the case as counsel for the New ernment of China to a quick decision COUNTY SCHOOLS
ity ot the powers In Morocco, but tat law will not be violated.
ciates had not decided what their acinternational
in opposition to this
Sheriff Arnold today received a as a pilot, and will carry mechani- York World's investigations of Chris to suppress the trouble with a strong
tion In that event would be. A strike,
economic equality are privileges de- telegram from Acting Governor Mor cians and machine parts. The avia- tian Science which that paper con- hand. On Thursday the ringleaders
FOR
OPEN
WORK
he
said, would be the last resort
the
arrested
were
by
sired by Germany alone.
ris, requesting him to see that the tor will follow the line of the South ducted in 190S and 1907. When Geo. of the agitation
After a mass meeting tonight, the
inflam
This
of
the
and
Pacific
ern
province.
and
Union
Pacific
viceroy
Mrs.
decided
law governing fights is obeped.
W, Glover, son of
Eddy,
labor leaders who form the Kline
In a
German League Aggressive
Promoters of the contest are hold the Illinois Central.
that he ought to begin legal proceed- ed their followers and resulted
MORE J DISTRICTS
WILL HAVE party, will depart for the east Kline
the
Fowler's plans for today are to ings, Mr. Chandler gave up his work vicious attack on the Yamen by
Berlin, Sept. 11. The
ing a meeting this afternoon and an
SCHOOL THIS YEAR THAN
going to Salt Lake City and the others
fired in
leatrue yesterday adopted resolutions nounce that arrangements are being make stops at Sacramento and Colfax, for the World he said, and conducted mob. The soldiers on guard
to Tucson, Ariz., El Paso, San AnEVER
BEFORE
to the rioters, killing about twenty of
protesting against the withdrawal of made whereby the match will be con Calif., and Reno, Nev. He will carry the "next friend's suit" of 1907 entire
tonio and Houston, Texas.
a
in
mob
returned
and,
them. The
a message from Brigadier General ly as counsel for' Mr. Glover.
Germany from her political position ducted without any friction tonight.
This morning twelve of the county
subsequent assault on the, viceroy's
Daniel Brush, commander of the dein Morocco and against her accept
To Notify I. C.
number of the schools were opened, and by the ora
slew
residence,
In
Gen
the
to
of
of
territorial
ance
indemnity
California,
Major
partment
Sept. 11. "We are going
Chicago,
troops.
der of County Superintendent Dr. M to
Another resolution
French Congo.
eral Frederick D. Grant, commanding CHAMP CLARK DEFENDS
Illinois
Central railroad
let
the
condi
to
the
WAS
ESTATE
Latest news in regard
F. Des Marai3 will be in session six
the division of the East, with headadopted demanded the speedier buildknow before the day
employes
shop
as
the
unobtainable
telegraph
is
numtion
months or more. This
the
quarters at Governor's Island, N. Y.
inr ot war ships.
is over what the machinists will do
POLITICIANS' HONESTY wires between Cheng Tu and Chung ber of young boys andyear
girls attend- with relation to the proposed strike,"
Emperor William, before starting
After alighting, Fowler emptied his
cut.
The
been
political
have
OVERESTIMATED
King
ing the county schools breaks all declared P. J. Condon, first vice presiyesterday for the scene of the army
gasoline tanks and substituted
and economic Ills of China are not past records and the number of dismaneuvers, had a conference of two
dent of the International Association
automobile gasoline for the SAYS MAJORITY OF PROMINENT
all, for her troubles continue through tricts in which school will be held of Machinists
hours iwth German Minister of For
today.
specially refined fluid which had been
PUBLIC MEN ARE ON THE
The
the ravages ot nature. Twenty seven is greater than ever before.
"I expect a message from our In
eign Affairs Herr Kidderlin-WatchteFORMER SECRETARY OF NATION prepared. Fowler did not show the
and
the facilities for instruction are better
counties in Northern Anhewl
SQUARE.
Today the Lokay Anzeiger, in what
ternational executive board which
slightest uneasiness as he directed
AL JEWISH HOSPITAL LEFT
Su provinces have been devas than in the history of San Miguel
Kiang
Is evidently an inspired article, em
in
went into session at Davenport We
the operations of his mechanicians
uncontrolONLY $50,000
tated by the floods of the
number of are not
A sufficient
county.
phasizes that Germany does not deLouisiana, Mo., Sept. 11. Prefacing
going to fool with this mat
preparing the machine.
Tse. The government teachers has been secured and there
lable
Yang
mand any special rights whatever In
In
with
dealt
he
which
an
address
ter
any
longpr. The board will de"I have absolute confidence in my
has appropriated $470,000 for relief are buildings enough to accomodate cide whether
Morocco, but seeks mainly guarantees
the machinists are to
Denver, Sept. 11. The will of the machine and in the engine," he said. vital problems facing the American
purposes.
all ot the future citizens of this county sanction this strike.
rfom France against a monopolization late Alfred Muller former secretary "Of course the
Clark
today
Champ
people,
Speaker
stu
Is
undertaking
Dr. Des Marais has made the stateof public works, mining and trading of the National Jewish hospital for
friends and neighbors, at his
"As soon as definite action is taken
pendous and no certain prophesy of told his
In
ment that never have the county
certain
and
celebration something
practices
against
rights
will be notified and I will immedi
Consumptives, was admitted to prob- success can be made, but I have every
schools been in finer condition v or ately communicate with the members
the customs administration; guaran ate here today.
that I shall reach New York. of the struggles of his early days and INSURGENTS WILL
hope
session of the International Conference comtees that would benefit all countries
prospects for a profitable
H. H. Hindry, Muller's law partner Crossing the Sierras will of course the ties which bound him to Missouri
better.
soil.
equally.
mittee representing the nine trades."
and attorney for the .'estate, said its be the most dangerous and dififcult
The only subject requiring a spe value had been overestimated
He told of teaching school thirty
and part of the undertaking, but I believe
HUGHES
SUPPORT
AMERICANS LOSE IN TENNIS.
suo-jec-t,
cial arrangement between Germany that $50,000 instead of $S4,000would I will be able to
accomplish it safely. six years ago. Warming to his
New York, Sept. 11. Charles P. ALLEGED
and France, the paper says, would be cover the life Insurance, notes, stocks The weather conditions are
a
for
made
the
plea
speaker
SWINDLERS
perfect
a treaty ceding territorial indemnity. and securities. Three claims aggreDixon, and A. E. Beamish, "British
and I have a pretty thorough knowl more politics and more politicians,
All other points would be covered by
and forcefully asserted that upright BOOM HAS BEEN STARTED FOR won the first set, defeating Thomas
gating less than $2,000 have been fil- edge of the winds and air currents.
C. Bundy and R. D. Little, "Amerian amendment to the Algeclras agree-- ' ed against the estate. Bruno Grosser
FORMER GOVERNOR OF NEW
Fowler's mother, Mrs. J. G. Fow and honest politicians are the rule,
PLACED ON TRIAL
ment, providing the other sngnatorles charged with embezzlement of hosAmerica.
in
can,"
not
today in the doubles match,
and
the
exception,
YORK FOR PRESIDENT.
ler, was with him during the morning
of
second
was
feature
the
would accept the German proposal to
the
which
pital funds, was in court to attest the preliminaries and will ride ou the In conclusion Speaker Clark pleaded
of the International Tennis tourcommission France to take over a pro- signature ot the deceased as witness
for more enlightenment on the real
day
train. special
New York, Sept. 11. The leaders nament on the courts of the West SEVEN COLORADO MEN ACCUSED
tectorate of Morocco along with the of the will.
political facts, and said:
of the
progressive or in- Side Lawn Tennis club. The tournaOF USING THE MAILS TO DE- -'
not
obligations involve to maintain oran
a
am
"I
pessimist.
optimist,
of
the
surgent
republican party ment is to decide whether the United
wing
der.
It is better to look upon the bright
FRAUD LAND BUYERS
BRITISH AVIATOR INJURED.
BRITISHER RETAINS TITLE.'
have agreed to concentrate their States or Great Britain will send a
The Dutch Take Notice
of things than the dark. A ju
side
forces in an effort to bring about the team to Australia to cnallenge for the
London, Sept.-- , 11. Hubert, one of bilate is more
The Hague, Sept. 11. Owing to the .London, Sept. 11. iErnest Barry,
pleasant music that a
of England retained the aviators of the aerial postal sersculler
nomination of Chas. E. Hughes, for- Davis International trophy. The Brit
Montrose, Colo., Sept 11. Charged
champion
war
from
the
news
93
alarming
arising
miserere. It surely must be that
now
New
a
match
in
and
British
title
this
afternoon
his
vice
the
of
York
postby
inaugurated
with using the mails to defraud in an
ishers also took, the second set,
negotiamillion Americans, habituated to free merly governor
prolonged Franco-Germa"Britain"
beat
and
Beamish
tions over Morocco, the Dutch govern with W. H. Fogwell, the New Zea- office last Saturday, had just got institutions, will not permit those in a justice of the United States suDixon
alleged land swindle, seven men conpreme court, as the republican candi Bundy. and Little "American." The nected
ment is making full preparations to land champion. The men rowed away from Hendon today with two stitutions to perish from the earth
with the Whitewater Irriga-- '
date for the presidency, according to last set
Total score:
resist all possible Interference with over the championship course from' hundred pounds of mail when the ma
Land company will be placand
tion
to
of
A
went
Mortlake.
Putnam
of
his
$2,000
the
Herald today.
wrong FREIGHT ADVANCE SUSPENDED.
purse
aeroplane
chinery
for the Englishmen.
neutrality in the Islands.
New
on
here tomorrow. The deto
the
title.
The
machine
earth.
ed
trial
crashed
the
the
and
accompanied
The Dutch fortifications along the
Washington, Sept. 11. Advances in
fendants are: John Gould, Cory don
German frontier have been occupied Zealander had the lead for the third Both of Hubert's legs were broken freight rates on single packages and
of the distance when Barry forged to and he suffered other injuries, but
DIAZ IN DEUSCHLAND.
CHINESE WARSHIP VISITS U. S. A. Woody, J. Albert Wright Frank
by strong garrisons and the coast desmall lots, filed with the Interstate
Baden Baden, .Germany, Sept. '11.
New York, eSpt 11. The Chinese White, Homer A. Gibson, Sam N.
fenses have been fully manned. An the front and won easily by three and the mall bags on top of him acted as commerce commission of railways
order has been issued calling out the a half lengths. The winner's time a buffer and saved him from being generally, today were suspended until General Porflrip Diaz, former presi- cruiser Hal Chi reached New York Baker and Robert W. Rowse.
The
crushed tr death.
dent of Mexico, arrived here today to today and took up anchorage In the
national reserves for the army man- was 22 minutes and 14 seconds.
April 28, 1912.
with
men
are
charged
having repretake the cure.
euvers.
North river oft Seventieth street.
The government is buying . provl-- BIGGEST WARSHIP IN NAVY
The Hal Chi, which ia commanded by sented to buyers in various parts of
FOURTEEN DROWNED IN WRECK.
Rear Admiral Chlng Plh Kwang, is the country that they would irrigate
New York, Sept. 11. The keel of
sions to keep the men and horses for
CYCLONE IN AZORES
New York, Sept. 11. Fourteen men
SUGAR STILL ADVANCING.
nix months at prices four to five the 27,000 tons United States Battlethe first Chinese war ship to visit this 100,000 acres in a project to be comLisbon, Sept. 11. A cyclone today were drowned in the sinking of the
11.
of
orAll
New
is
west
most
normal
and
York,
to
New
times higher than
York
be the navy's ravaged Flores Island, the
schooner Whisper off the Nicaragua!?,
Sept.
grades
port. She will remain here a week pleted in 1914. The lands In question
ship
were advanced five and then go to Boston, Newport lie in Delta, Mesa, and Gunnison
dering large quantities of rice from greatest vessel, was laid today at the erly of the Azores. Great damage coast yesterday, according to cables refined sugar
'
counties.
'
cents a hundred pounds today.
New York navy yard.
the colonies.
to crops was done.
received here from Port Limon.
Philadelphia and Annapolis.
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Torrance

LAND SHORTAGE IS

959,590
868,980
668,900

McKlnley

Sandoval
San Miguel
654,710
Rio Arriba
528.205
Bernalillo county is by far the
smallest end most densely populated
county of the territory and yet It ha
remaining , 116,340 acres of public
land or enough for a thousand farms
exceeding 118 acres each.
Santa Fe county. Is the second
smallest and the oldest county of the
territory, but it has 354,440 acres of
pubyc lands despite the fact of the
large expanse of national forest, pueblo and land grants within Us boundaries.
Here are the eight counties having
less than half a million acres of public land. Let It be remembered that
not one of the twenty-si- x
counties of
New Mexico Is without such lands:
Taos
466,480

WOMENVILLMEET CURRY

11,

1911

COUNTY'S

GIRL'S KNIT

".

NOT EXPECTED
SOON
DESPITE

SETTLEMENT
NEW MEXICO STILL OFFERS
RAPID

MANY

ACRES.

VALUATION

VQRLDWIDE

CONGRESS
FEMALE FARMERS TO GATHER
COLORADO SPRINGS AND
TALK AGRICULTURE-

Colorado Springs, Sept
first international congress

SCHOOL CAPS

DROPS
IN

-

TAX ROLL SHOWS A DECREASE
OVER LAST YEAR OF

The most popular headgear of the season, Stylish, Serviceable and Attractive

SHOW YOUR COLORS, GIRLS

$249,524.

The

Traveling Auditor John Joerns has
We also have an excellent varity of Misses' and small Women's Tailored Suits and
received the tax roll from Curry counDresses which we will be glad to show you. Sizes from 13 years up.
women opens in this city October 17, ty for the year of 1911 which shows a
and bids fair to be the most import- loss of $249,624 compared with last
ant convention of women ever held in year. The total assessment Is $1,690,-86- 3
this country.
The committee In
compared with $1,940,390 of 1910.
charge has agreed upon the general The items of increase are few and inoutlines of the program, as follows: clude cattle, $3,024; capital in manuRosenwald
New
380,320 First day, Equipment and Beauty of facturing, $19,000; books law and medQuay
The decrease Includes
354,440 and Food Values in Rural Homes; ical, $1,457.
Santa Fe
Mexico's
258,050 Second day, Laws of Physical Lie in the following: Agricultural lands, $40,-68Mora
Block
Conservation
to
Relation
the
Family;
on
these
lands,
198,680
Roosevelt
improvements
Labor
of
and
time
saving $26,855; town lots, $48,159; improvestrength,
,
Colfax
197,140
Leading
116,340 devices, and simple hygiene. Third ments on town lots, $40,071; horses,
Bernalillo
and
Women
of
Economic
Value
67,122 day.
$31,752; mules, $12,149; merchandise,
Plaza
,
Curry
Store
Children on the Farm; influence of $15,327; household goods, $19,519.
1Q6&
clubs, granges and other agricultural
Pleased With Luna County.
MILLIONS OF FOLKS
care of infants and young
Territorial Superintendent J. E.
USE ONLY CASCARETS associations,
children, etc. Fourth day, the rural Clark of the department of public inrural
of
reorganization
church,
tBBBBaSMSSSS
at DomThey never have Headache, Bilious schools, recreation in the rural dis- struction visited the institute
ing last week and says he was" greatly
mmZmim"'"'m' ''
ness, Sluggish Liver or Bowels
tricts and similar subjects.
pleased with the showing made. In
or a Sick, Sour Stomach
Each general topic is broken into former years the institutes were usumany
subjects and there will be dem ally, made up of younger people who
stem
No odds how bad your liver,
onstration
by the Colorado Agricurtural sought the work for their own accomach or bowels; how much your head
domestic science department plishment rather than to teach but
College
aches, how miserable and uncomfort and the department of agriculture
this year there were twenty or more
able you are from constipation, indi
the menace of the house fly, very strong teachers, probably the
showing
ingestion, biliousness and sluggish
and exhibitions and illustrations by best seen in institutes in Luna county
testinesyou always get the desired other speakers.
This was despite the fact that many
results with Cascarets and quickly
Among the noted speakers on the teachers who have taught during tho
too.
program will be Prof. W. M. Hays,
Dont let your stomach, liver and assistant secretary of agriculture, an past year in that county went to the
bowels make you miserable another authority on rural school work;' Rev. normal institute at Silver City.
For the Treasury.
moment; put an end to the headache, Warren H. Wilson of New York, faTickets on sale daily, good for stop-over- s
Territorial
at any point in either direction, within final limit
Treasurer M. A. Otero
biliousness, dizziness, nervousness, mous worker in rural churches; Mrs.
sums
for
has received the following
sick, sour, gassy stomach, backache Mary Pierce Van Zile of Kansas Agri
October 31, 1911.
H. P. Ervein, treasurer
and all other distress; cleanse your cultural College; Mrs. J. A. Widtsoe of the treasury:
Rio Arriba county, $5,000; Chris
Inside organs of all the poison and Utah Agricultural College; Mrs. Scott of
treasurer of Luna county,
To make'jourtrip'complete do not fail to vitsi the
effete matter which Is producing the Durand, of Lake Forest, 111.; Miss Raithel,
$54,640; Game and Fish Warden Thos.
misery.
Jennie Buell, grange lecturer of Ann P. Gable, $53.
Take a Cascaret now; don't wait Arbor, Mich.; Mrs. F. E. Brooks of
Teachers Get Certificates.
until bedtime. In all the world there Colorado Springs and others. PractiThe department of public instruc
A
box
this.
no
like
Is
remedy
cal farm women from throughout the tion has issued certificates to the folmeans health, happiness and a clear entire country are sending notice of
lowing teachers of Otero county:
head for months. No more days of their intention to participate.
First Grade: Rose Murphy, May
a
take
will
if
and
distress
you
for
.
gloom
.
Ample provision is being made
Pierce.
Cascaret now and then. All druggists entertainment features. The secretary
E.
Second
Addie
Grade:
Bellamy,
sell Cascarets. Don't forget the chil of the congress, Mrs. John T. Burns,
F. Funk, Mrs. Fannie Jones, F. B. Mit-toAny information regarding these and other trips will be cheerfully given at the ticket office.
dren their little insldes need a good, of Colorado Springs will be glad to
M.
E.
Eva
Moffett,
Moffett,
Mary,
furnish information as to rates and ac
gentle cleansing, too.
Lelah Grace Nicholas, Vlda Redlce,
commodations.
Mrs. E. Simmons, May Simms, Laura
Smlsa, Bessie Baxton, Lee Walker. '
OPENING OF IDAHO TRACK.
LABOR CONGRESS AT CALGARY.
Third Grade: Rlna Tatham, Jo NaCoeur d'Alene, Idaho, Sept; 11.
Calgary, Alta., Sept. 11. Questions tions.
The biggest event of the year in west- of vital interest to organized labor
Mr. WarnJr Wanted.
ern turf circles took place today, when throughout America are to be considThe Insurance department of New GREAT RATE INQUIRY,
the new J75.000 plant of the Coeur ered and acted upon at the twenty-sevent- h Mexico has received a letter from
IPS. mini
ti:
d'Alene fair and racing association
annual session of the Trades
of
Pioneer
Life
Insur
the
HAS BEEN OPENED
secretary
4f
t
was opened for a 35 days' meeting. and Labor, congress of Canada, which ance
Get Wise on Gloves
company with office at Fargo,
The track is located near the town of assembled in Calgary today with an North
to buy cheap glovm.
know tt'a expentlv
You
information
for
Dakota, asking
oil harThey oak through with ilmm, water and
Post Falls and is within easy access attendance of delegates representing of the whereabouts of F. L. Warner
den after wetting don't protect your handa.
NTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISGlove are the most economical
of Couer d'Alene and of Spokane. the labor bodies throughout the Do"Abstol''
Kien- whom he says is wanted on the charge
SION INVESTIGATING RATES
glove. They wear longest nd feel best.
The program of the inaugural meet minion. The immigration laws, tha of embezzlement.
drth'Celebrateo rioraeniae uca in ujcuii.
who has
Anyone
and
beat proof.
cinder
ON MEAT.
ing calls for seven big feature races eight hour bill, the abolition of the
the pleasure of meeting , Mr.
in which upwards of 250 stake horses Chinese tax, the
of Warner and knows his whereabouts
are entered.
municipal fair wage clauses, and the will kindly wire the Pioneer Life In
Oklahoma City, Okla., Sept. 11.
For Railroad Men
proposed imperial labor exchanges are surance company at Fargo, N. D., at
Is regarded as one of the most
What
tram wMtlnj or
a'
are perta became t!T
among the matters to receive atten- the company's 'expense.
shrivel from best, wuh tkcra with soap Slid wsler. Thtjr
,
important freight rate investigations
a
"r'--"
tion. The judgment of ' the Unlten
EXPOSITION OF INVENTIONS.
,.,1, line, rhrrsd- locl. stlichrf
,"'i'.ea"ataaa
comi ney r
conducted
the
t" wrem.
ever
interstate
by
they
worth wort Hum other gloves but
St. Louis, Mo., Sept 11 An Inter States supreme court in the Gompers
YOU TAKE NO RISK
merce commission was inaugurated
the genuim
Ak your dealerIf for
national exposition of inventions, the case and the approaching trial of the
h
ahoulrtn I
rASBESTOL
MAabaatot.M
with the initial hearing
liavc them tell na hit name. w
.1
w
are
first exhibition of its kind in America, labor leaders in Los Angeles will also Our Reputation and Money Is Back here today
tee
auppuro
will
you
cod kamtfyhmf botkjrti.
of
in
evidence
for
the
regard
taking
EISENDRATH'S
opened in the Coliseum in this city be discussed.
of This Offer
to the rates on live stocK, packing
Elttndritb Glovt Co
CELEBRATED
today and will continue through the
mvM0
meats.
The
fresn
and
house
HIDE
products
HORSE
week. Railroad devices from the TO PENSION BREWERY WORKERS.
medicine used Inquiry is to be a wide one, the pui
for
all
the
We
pay
-most important parts of the exhibiCincinnati, O., Sept.' 11. If plans
if our remedy falls pose of the commission being not only
M1 I
"
discussed here today at a meeting of during the trial,
tion.
to completely relieve you of constipa to secure a parity of rates but to esthe executive committee of the United
tion. We take all the risk. You are tablish by definite order rates which
FOR SALE BY
Brewery Workers of America are car not
obligated to us In any way what the commission shall regard as rea
ried out, the near future will see the
if you accept our offer. Could sonable and not unjustly discriminaestablishment of an accident fund and ever,
be more fair for you? Is tory. The investigation will affect dl
anything
for
the brewery
pension system
reason why you should rectly not only the live stock and
there
any
workers of the entire country. The
to
hesitate
put our claims to a prac packing house product rates through
consideration
for
plan bas been under
loathsome
most
itself
in
the
manifests
Poison
Blood
tical
out the central west, but also those
test?
Contagious
several years and is said to have re
common-sens- e
spots, ceived the
most
east of Chicago and west of Denver.
The
WHOLESALERS OP
scientific,
symptoms, such as ulcerated mouth and throat, copper-colore- d
of
indorsement
the leading
and even sores and ulcers on different portions of the body. The brewers of America. It is proposed treatment is Rexall Orderlies, which The Investigation is based upon
CIolhinf,
Notions, Shoes, Hats, Caps & Gloves
Goods,
Dry
the glandular system to raise the fund
contribu are eaten like candy. They are very complaints of .the rates filed with the
poison causes the hair to fall out, and sometimes
through
IAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.
Nn medicine can cure Contaeious Blood Poison which tions of both employer and employe.
pronounced, gentle and pleasant In Interstate commerce commission by
jc 0ttrWpH
action, and particularly agreeable in the railroad commissioner ct Okladoes not rid the circulation of every particle of the insidious
every way. They do not cause diar homa, the Texas Cattle Raisers asso
virus. The least taint left in the blood will break out afresh when
BIG EXPOSITION OPENS.
S.S.S. is the real and certain cure for Conta
treatment is left off.
rhoea, nausea, flatulence, griping or ciation, the American National Live
Knoxville, Tenn., Sept. 11. The Ap
and by removing
the
into
it
circulation,
any inconvenience whatever. Rexall Stock association and others interPoison
;
Blood
goes
gious
devoted to a dis- Orderlies are
exposition,
palachian
to
the
and
qualities
healthy
rich,
particularly good for ested In live stock and meat product
of
the
adding,
poison,
every particle
play of the resources and industries children, aged and delicate persons, shipments. Following the
wnrt forever cures this ttowerful disorder. All who suffer with this of
taking of
the entire Appalachian
region
We urge you to try Rexall Order- evidence in this city the commission
disease may cure themseves in the privacy of their homes by using vas opened in Knoxville today, to
S.S.S. and following instructions contained in our Home Treatment continue until the end of September. lies at our risk. Three sizes, 10c, will hold hearings in other cities, inBook, which we will send, together witn any meuicai aavice uesucu, The opening was attended by Gov 2&c ana &uc. Remember, you can cluding Fort Worth, Kansas City and
A final determination of
Rexall Remedies in this commun Chicago.
is tor sale at arug stores.
free of charge.
ernor Hooper and his staff. Presi get
only at our store The Rexall the proceeding is not expected before
ity
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. CA.
dent Taft, Governor Harmonof Store. E. G.
next spring.
Murphey.
Ohio, William J. Bryan and Champ
Clark are scheduled to speak at tho
ARCHBISHOP'S BIRTHDAY.
exposition later in the month.
St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 11. Arch NATHAN
STRAUSS
AT BERLIN
bishop Ireland reached his seventy
Berlin, Sept. 11. Nathan Strauss
Handled exclusively in Las Vegas
third birthday anniversary today and o' New York, whose work in estabFAIR OPENS AT SYRACUSE.
Syracuse, N. Y., Sept. 11. The value was the recipient of messages of con lishing and maintaining pasteurized
by
of agricultural education is the chief gratulation from friends and admirers milk depots for the benefit of tha
point to be impressed upon visitors in many parts of the world. No for poor of the large pities has placed
to the New York state fair, which was mal celebration of the anniversary him in the front rank of
practical
ON
COPY
Of
A
WILL MAIL,
opened to the public today. To was held. Later in the present year, philanthropists, is in Berlin as the
REQUEST,
stimulate a greater interest, in im- however, the St Paul prelate is to be official representative of the United
New
proved agriculture one hundred boys the central figure in an elaborate cel States at the third international conTHEIR NEW CATALOGUE No. 104, FOR THE
from the principal agricultural coun ebration that will mark the golden gress for the protection of infants.
ties will attend the fair at the ex jubilee of his ordination as a priest The congress, which had its formal
pense of the state. In all of its nu
AUTUMN AND WINTER SEASONS, 1911-191- 2.
opening today, is attended by delereC0?nizes the Superiority of
merous departments the fair this year
our Competitors.
gates from many countries. The ses- is unusually attractive.
President In his recent bout with K. O. Brown sions will continue the entire week
Taft is scheduled to deliver an ad Matt Wells convinced the New York and will be devoted to the consid-fan- s
r
dress at the fair grounds next Satur
orL
STifttf Atwutt. 34th. an& 35th. Binsts. Nero
that he is as clever as the best eration of the problem of Infant feed-ithe business. day. ling in all Its phases.

How rapidly New Mexico Is being
settled up, can best be guaged by
taking the public land statistics prepared by Secretary H. B. Hening of
the bureau of immigration and comparing them county with county.
Ten years ago there was not a single village or town In what is now
the county of Curry. The entire area
of this county, twice as large as the
state of Rhode Island anu larger than
the state of Delaware, was public
2
land. Today there remain only
acres or about one hundred square
miles subject to entry. It has less
public land than any other of the
twenty-sicounties of the commonwealth and yet, it is the newest of
the counties.
In the adjoining county of Roosevelt, with about the same area, 198,
680 acres remain to be filed upon.
Neither of those two counties has any
lf.nd grants or national forests or
other reservations, and therefore, the
vast areas taken up in the past ten
years are claimed altogether by home
eteaders.
However, there are still thirteen, or
one-hal- f
of the total number of counties, each having more than a mil
lion acres of public lands and of the
almost 34,000,000 acres of public land
In New Mexico still subject to
thirty million acres are situated in those thirteen counties. Of
the 10,687,848 acres of public land
in New Mexico still unsurveyed only
46.580 acres are in the Clayton,
and Fort Sumner land districts and the great bulk is in the
thirteen counties with each over a million acres of public land.
In fact, the county of Socorro, tha
largest in the territory, has 5,157,312
acres for the homesteader, an area
as large of that of the state of New
Jersey or of Maryland with many
square miles to spare.
Even Chaves county, the second
largest in New Mexico, still has
3,559,676 aorea of public land, despite the remarkable increase of population of that county In the past ten
years. That la an acrea much larger
than that of the state of Connecticut.
But to give the six counties having
each more than twp millions of acrea
of public lands, and having together
f
more than
of all the public
lands in New Mexico:
5,157,313
Socorro
3,559,676
Chaves
2,912,990
Eddy
2,908,440
,
Grant
2,400,10')
Otero
2,048,040
Lincoln
Then came, with from 1,000,000 to
2,000,000 acres:
1,942,251
Dona Ana
:
Luna
1,541,405
San Juan
.....1,434,280
1,115,638
Guadalupe
1,095,602
Sierra
1,060,219
Union
1,003,250
Valencia
The five counties having from half
to a million acres of public lands are:

11.
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GRAND CANYON of ARIZONA
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the worlds greatest scenic wonder.
Side Trip from Williams, Arizona
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"Old Homestead"
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The Leading Brands cfHitfh Patent Flour

H Altmatt $c (So.

Charles Ilfeld Company,
Mexico's Largest Wholesalers
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TAKES BACK THE EMPTY PODS

Summer Calls
"To ma It U the greatest of mysteries," said the girl who likes to
talk, "why one has to make calls at
a summer resort. In the first place, nobody In any possible situation in any
civilized spot on earth likes to make
calls. They are one of the white man's
burdens and women endure them Just
as gleefully as the early Christian
martyrs took to the stake and the
lions because they have to.
"Every woman when she gets ready
to go away for the summer heaves a
'Thank goodness!
sigh and says:
Now I can lead a simple, care free life
and not have to think of social affairs
a reSuch
again until winter!
lief!"

"This is all right and alluring la
theory, but somehow It never works
out Never! Every day after I arrive 1 get news of other arrivals. 'The
Simpsons,' says the milkman as he
measures out a quart, 'came yesterday.' The Simpsons are attractive people from Indiana. "Dear me!' I say,
'I must go down and see the Simpsons
roon!

Thaddeus Obediently Returns to Grocer, but Is Exceedingly Busy
En Route.
Little Thaddeus Is an East side boy
who likes uncooked young green peas.
These tid bits be devours with relish
direct from the pods, In whatever
quantities are obtainable. His weak
ness for young green peas
recently
came near getting mm into trouble,
as It led Mm to petty larceny.
Pasftng a small grocery near his
home, the youngster spied a basket
of peas, and, seeing that no one was
looaing, ne grabbed a flstfull and
toddled
oft. Reaching
hurriedly
nome wun Ms plunder he was about
to sit down and leisurely enlov him
self, iwhen his mither discovered him
with the goods on, and demanded to
know where he got the peas.
"I taked 'em fum B'own's 'tore," explained the youngster, nibbling a pea
appreciatively.
"Thaddeus," said the mother sternly; "you take those peas right back to
Mr. Brown, and when you give them
back to him you tell him you are a
thief."
Thaddeus obediently got up and
started back toward the store, but he
must have been exceedingly busy en
route, for it was a handful of emntv
pea hulls that he handed to the gro
cer.
"Hey, Misser B'own," he said, "take
em. I'm a flef."

REUGIOUS PART
It la

IN

"

URE.

HEALTH

1911.

NATURALLY.

There Is a great deal of nonsense
written about religion and health;
there is a great deal of sense in really connecting the two. There are a
great many religious people who get
sick and die. A great many irreligious people who do the same
thing. It
would be possible to get figures te
prove anything you like In tMs connection. But they would not prove the
truth. A clear mind, a pure heart
and a cheerful spirit stand a better
chance in the face of disease, than a
muddy mind, a dirty heart and an
ugly spirit Health Is a
but a sure product of religion. But
there are few of us who get religion
enough to successfully combat our
own foolishness In other directions.
So we get sick and die. And there
are many worse things than these in
life. Religion Is the interpreter of
Bickness and death, and health as well.
Fearsome things are those which are
not understood. Religion
explains
sickness and death and we can adjust
ourselves to these great blessings. Religion explains health and shows how
it means opportunity and obligation;
that is religion clarifies all experiences, we see them as they are, adjust
them to each other and ourselves to
all, and such an adjustment Is not
far from a condition of health. Religion will not set a broken leg, but
will contribute very largely to its healing, through keeping the sources of
healing pute. A clean heart produoes
a clean mind, a clean mind Insures a
clean body and a clean body is con
ducive to health. Universalist Leader:

J. A. Taichert
Mr. Foster
Mr. Palmer
Doll
Geo. Smith

HOSPITAt

M f

5

Mr. Askitt What does Mrs. Wise
consider the greatest household exMrs. Jones No wonder she looks
pense?
tired; she's up most all night with a
Mrs. Tellitt Gas. You see her hus- sick baby.
band is deaf and dumb and he talks
Mr. Jones What's the matter with
in his sleep, and she keeps the gas lit her husband?
all night to see what he Is saying.
Mrs. Jones He's busy all the time
trying to get an eight-hou- r
day for
workmen.

7;

V1!

yj?

y

Jack The
railroad Is offering
liberal Inducements to brides and
grooms.
Harry What are they?
Jack If they buy a ticket to Niagara in six months' time they'll sell 'em
tickets to Dakota at half rates.

"WHEELS"

ARE "HEADGEAR.'

-

.59
.60

55

............

50
.50
XO
50
.50

Anderson Taylor
C. H. Stewart
'
ine ladies who are soliciting for Mr. Freeman
Las Vegas hospital are meeting with Cecil
Boucher
,
,50
great success and every Indication McMillan
.50
points to the success of their financial T. Mortimer
50
campaign to raise $3,000. The list Anlceta Baca .
.25
of cash donations to date follow:
Harold Cohn
.25
San Miguel Bank
$200.00 Bat Fram
.25,
First National Bank
100.00
Pilar Abeyta
25
Gross, Kelly & Co.
100 03
Bonifacio Mares
26
Charlea Ilfeld Co
100.00 Nisson
and Sackman
5.00
Max Nordhaus
, 60.00 Miss Rowland
..
5.00
D. Winternlta
30.00 Las
Vegas Steam Laundry. ... 16.75
Plaza Trust Co
25.00 Mrs. D. W.
Wean
5.00
J. H. Stearns
25.00
William Frank
2.00
Frank Gehring
25.00 Mrs. E.
C.Ward
3.00.
Mercantile Co.
25.00
R. A. Prentice
3.00
Graaf & Hay ward
25.00
Mrs. Prentice
L00
E. Rosenwald & Son
25.00
Mrs. F. B. January
3.00
25 00
Crystal Ice Co..
This list is to be continued this
C. Wlegand
25.00
week.
20.00
Appel Bros
W. S. Gortner
15.00
Chas. A. Spiess
15.00
Elmer E. Veeder
15.00 CALL FOR REPUBLICAN
Stern & Nahm
15.00
Bacharach Bros
10.00
STATE CONVENTION
Brown & Manzanares
10.00
A Friend
10.OO
Mrs. J. M. Cunningham
10.00
Whereas, pursuant to the provisions
Louis Ilfeld
10.00 of ,the
Enabling Act and the resolu
John A. Papen
10.00 tion
adimttlng New Mexico into the
H. Friedman
10.00 Sisterhood of States, the governor of
E. G. Murphey
10.00 New Mexico has issued his
proclamaRosenthal Furniture Co
10.00 tion ordering an election to be held
Will Springer
10.00 on
Tuesday, November 7, 1911, for
Mrs. John Clark
7.00 the purpose of
electing the various
Minnie Thompson
10.20
congressional, state, legislative, JudiJohn Shank
6.50 cial and
county officers authorized by
John A. Ross
5.00 the constitution heretofore
adopted
Kate Wright
5.00 by the
people of New Mexico;
Chas. Rosenthal
5.00
Now, Therefore, pursuant
to and
Mrs. Gohlke
5.00 in accordance with resolutions
adopt
6.00 ed
Vogt & Lewis
by the Republican Central Com
B. T. Mills
5.00 mittee of New Mexico In
convention
Winters Drug Co
6.00 asembled at Santa
Fe, New Mexico,
C. H. Schlrmer
5.00 on
Tuesday, September 5, 1911, a call
Mrs. Benjamin
5.00 is
hereby issued for the holding of the
6.00 first
Danziger Bros
republican state convention in
Chas. O'Malley
6.00 the
City of Laa Vegas, New Mexico,
Mrs. R. Flint
5.00 at 10 o'clock In the forenoon
of ThursGraaf Dry Goods Co.
,
5,00 day, the 28th
day of September, A.
T. Johnson
6.00 D. 1911, for
the purpose of nominate
C. V, Hedgcock
6.00
lng candidates for the various con
6.00
Montgomery Bell
gressional and state offlecs created
W. G. Haydon
6.00 and authorized
by law; and the Re
Mrs. Davis
5.00
publican Central committees of the
6.00 various counties of
Ludwig W. Ilfeld
the new state ex
C. H. Bally
6.00
cept aa otherwise by this committee
C. D. Boucher
.
25.00 ordered, are required to issue call
P. Harvey
25.00 for the
hbldlng, upon such notice and
A Friend
25.00 date as
they may deem expedient,
A. A. Jonea
20.00 county conventions for the purpose
J. D. w. Veeder
15.00 of electing delegates
to said state
D. J. Leahy
15.00
convention, at which the basis of re-- ,
S. R. Davis, Jr..............'.
15.00 presentation shall be 1
delegate far
M M. Sundt
J 5.00
each 100, or fraction thereof of 60 or
15.00 more, of the votes cast for the
H. G. Coors
republi
15.00 can candidates for
Chester Hunker
delegate .to con10.00
K. J. Taurert
gress at the election of 1908, and 1
10.00
Dr. F. E. OIney
delegate at large from each county
10.00 now In existence; upon which basis
Henrietta C. Lucas...
5.0U I he
Frank Bope
representation at said state con
5.00 vention from the several counties of
Lydia McNair
5.00 New Mexico shall be as follows:
M. Greenberger
25
M L. Cooley
Bernalillo'
5.00
10
Chaves :
Judge E. V. Long
3.00
17
Duncan & Brown
Colfax
3.00
5
O. L. Gregory
Curry
'
13
Chas. Greenclay
Ana
Dona
C
2.50
4
Geo. H. Hunker
Eddy
2.00
10
O. G. Schaefer
Grant
2.00
11
Perry Onion
Guadalupe
2.00
9
Mrs. Treverton
Lincoln
2.00
3
Earickson & Sabln
Luna
2.00
5
W. Koogler
McKinley
2.00
15
Pete Roth
Mora
2.00
Lumber Co
7
Otero
2.00
11
Jose Baca
Quay
2.00
El Dorado
16
Rio Arriba
2.00
Mr. Anderson ......
7
Roosevelt
2.00
R. L. M. Ross....
10
Sandoval
l.OO
Gus Lehmann
6
San Juan
1.00
New Optic
30
San Miguel
Mr. Freize
17
Santa Fe
1.00
.'.
Ida Laird
.5
Sierra
1.60
M. Blehl
17
Socorro
1.50
Mr. Closson
13
Taos
Chinaman
8
Torrance
1.00
Cash
14
Union
1.00
M. J. Wood
15
Valencia
1.00
E. C. de Baca
1.00
E. S. Lewis
Total
.....303
1.00
R. Devlne
is recommended that in event the
It
1.00
C. S. Brown
same deelgates are .not elected dele,1.00
N. Fontaine
gates to the judicial and legislative
1.00
Frank Strass
district conventions that the same
1.00
Jacobs
basis be used in the election of such
1.00
Ed Thlas
district delegates and that such con
1.00
Mrs. M. K. Williams
shall be called and held, afventlons
'.
1.00
Mr. Randolph
state convention, at such time
ter
the
1.00
E. E. Johnson
and place as may be agreed upon by
1.00
V. Jones
the chairmen, of the central commit&
1.00
Graubarth
Hoffman
tees of the several counties compos1.00
O. Maloof
the respective districts mentioned,
1.00 ing
Tucumcarl
or In default of agreement by said
1.00
Arthur Senecal
chairmen, by a majority of the dele1.00
Miss Anna RJeve
elect to such district conven1.00 gates
Calloway & Lowe
tion.
1.00
Juan Ortega
It Is further recommended that the
2.00
Mrs- - Treverton
county conventions in and
republican
1.00
Cash
several counties, for the nomifor
the
1.00
J. K. Martin...:
nation of county officers, be held af-

,,,,,,,,,
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Tom Twenty dollars for that simple fall hat? You must be crazy!
Clara Well, I must say Its going ta
my head.

WHAT SHE WANTED.

THE RISING GENERATION.

v.,.,.

h

"My boy, I'm indeed surprised to
hear such profanity from you!"
"Yep, ain't it great? An I only si
years old!'

THE

The Evangelist My mission in life
la to save young men.
Old pirl on Back Bench Then save
one for me, please.
a
nice-lookin-

J. PIEREP0NT, NO DOUBT.

BEST WAY.

0

.

r

f
CASH DONATI6N3 TO

globe-trotte-

Twice-a-Mont-

THREE

f

of Sickness and
Death, and of Health
as Well.

g

half-doze-

t

the Interpreter

i
'Larchniere is open,' announces
the iceman. 'The Larches got here
today and Mrs. Larch's sister's come
with her.'
"1
"'Really!' I comment
always
liked Mrs. Larch. I must go an see
SHARPENING SENSE OF SMELL
her.'
"Presently 1 find that the Desslers,
the Morses, the Ryans and the Plunk-ett- a English School Monitor Discover
have all come. That means a
Way to Increase Sensitiveness
of Olfactory Nerves.
whole row of cottages scattered over
a mile of shore that must be visWoman's sense of smell la well
ited.
known to be sharper than Is the HIS ESCAPE WAS
EXPENSIVE
sense of smell In man, broadly speak"Luckily, I am too busy cleaning ing,
occasional varia- Globe-- rotter Haskin Keens Store- house to go for a few days, but pres- tions disregarding
In Individuals. But
keeper Good Natured While
ently there Isn't any excuse. The day genuity has enabled him to man's in
offset this
of making summer calls is always
Chinese Mob Waits.
defect In a most simple manner.
roasting hot, and the perspiration
a
In
certain
English boys school, a
trickles down my face as I attire my- man
Frederick J. Haskin,
r.
self in a 'dressup' dress with one long-ln- and monitor has charge of rooms man of the world and humorist, on
surdormitories,
upon
reporting
one occasion struck Shanghai when
eye on the hammock and a pile of
introduced wines, ales
new magazines,
Just hate this!" I reptitiously
i
and tobaccos. Cigarettes are tabooed the feeling among the natives was
groan from time to time.
without chance of apology. To dis- strong against Americans. The peoof the Celestial empire were boy"Then 1 start out holding my skirts cover these
odors has been one of ple
American goods and stoning
away from the brambles and grasses the
cotting
duties
of
the monitor. And Americans
and wish 1 owned a launch, so that I In prime so he
whenever they could get
has chanced upon a
doing
away with it.
might arrive properly Instead of ap- most effective scheme.
Haskin was warned not to take any
pearing red faced and straggling of
He carries with him on his rounds
hair and dusty as befits the children a
risk.
of
water.
glass
Entering a room
of poverty who have to walk along a
"These people won't bother me,"
where suspected odors may be in
country road. I negotiated the en- nasal
he remarked airily. "If any of them
he
a
evidence,
in
dips
finger
tire mile, taking the Larches first, betries to hurt me, I'll hand him a swift
cause they aro the farthest away. Usu the water and moistens Ms nostrils wallop under the chin."
a
In
moment the odor of stale
ally when 1 clamber over the stile I freely.
Ten minutes after he left his hotel
tobacco or of ales or
snag the lace on my best petticoat bis olfactories with a wines strikes
he was hotfooting it down the street
blow.
hammer
and catch my hair on the thorns of
In explanation the monitor says that while a gang of Chinese used him as
the roses over it.
as the sense of taste is slight un a target, and pelting him with any"This puts me in an amiable frame
less the substance be In solution, thing they could lay hands on. Final
of mind as I seek the front entrance.
out of breath, and looking: like a
either
through water or by mastica- ly,
There is nobody in sight when I
cyclone victim, he ducked Into a store.
occurred to him that his sense The
it
tion,
mob waited for him with admirknock. I knock again and step inside of smell
might be quickened by a able patience. At the end of every
the porch screens and there Is a watered nose.
He says tfiat he can
minutes the traveler would
smothered BhrleV trom th
tartbr discover In trong degree odors that. fifteen
ask the owner of the store:
hammock, and a strung figure springs without wetting
are
the
nose,
Imper
Into sight it turns out to be Mrs.
"Are they still there?"
Larch In a kimono with her balr" In ceptible.
What do you know about that?
They were there.
curlers around her face and' blinkThen, just to keep his savior in
ing eyes.
good humor, Haskin would make a
" 'Oh!' she gets out with a hand on
True Enlightenment,
purchase. He started out on a $30
her heart 'How you frightened me!
"When we get enlightened we find overcoat, but the mob waited so long
I washed my hair and was taking a that the way to attain harmony with that he
dropped In his expenditures
nap I didn't expect any one that is, God Is by conforming ourselves to until the articles he bought were
I'm glad to see you! Do sit down!'
him, not by seeking to conform him worth only a dollar or two apiece.
"I sit down and try to converse In to us. By and by we find that there
He was imprisoned for half a day
a sprightly manner while Mrs. Larch Is a God of infinite perfection In pow and the price of his escape was nearhates me violently for catching her er, wisdom, justice, love and holiness; ly $200.
Popular.
She even and then we find that God needs no
looking so disreputable.
boIs
all
for
he
and
hasn't her eyebrows on, and it does instruction,
wise,
fore the beginning he knew all which
I escape breath
make a difference.
The 9mall Boy and His Hat.
He flings his hat across the dining-rooing hard amid exclamations of 'Do would happen In the history of the
come again!
So good of you to drop human race. He needs no appeasing
when he comes in from school,
to alter his affection, for he Is all or leaves it in all manner of places In
In!'
"The Desslers have gone to town, love, and has an infinite desire to the house; in the coal-bin- ,
or on sisand no one Is at home but a maiden confer the highest possible or conceiv- ter's bureau. He loses it just at
aunt, who insists on telling me about able blessing on the whole human church time, and spoils the spirit of
the case of measles she had 30 years race, and on each Individual thereof. family reverence and piety. As the
When we come to this conclusion we family enters the church the anthem
ago.
take pains to bring ourselves Into Is being sung, and the disgrace of be"I find Mrs. Plunkett and her mother putting up strawberries, very hot harmony with God. All sacrifice dl
ing late again Is laid on the Innocent
and stained and plainly afraid that appears; all mutilation of the flesh headntena clntnriprl In tho y,anA nf
or spirit, all ceremonies which do not Bmall boy wno hag
something in the kitchen is going to
already forgotten
boll over. 'I haven't had time to dress grow out of the natural wants
win joiuu ui rv n ik, ii iiq w as luJ
mankind."
Theodore
Parker,
or anything since I same,' says Mrs.
cause twenty minutes ago. In this
Plunkett aggrievedly eyeing my fresh
stage also one's hat Is removed on the
frock.
"I've been so dreadfully
way to school by "the hand of one'B
Observant Childhood.
bosom friend, passed down the line
I didn't realize people had
busy!
Children are natural lovers and nat- of
begun to call! Oh! the jam's burn- ural logicians.
surrounding boon companions,
unconsciously
Eager,
stuffed into others' pockets, while dire
ing!'
In
out
think
they
things
of ultimate loss hold one in
"Mrs. Ryan came down after a 20 observant,
their own way, they desire the best thoughts
their
and the reckoning to be
minute wait and Insisted violently for their friends
grip,
and they have un
that I didn't waken her she was Just bounded faith in what
paid at home wraps the world in trag
be
might
L. Parker, in the July
thinking of getting up. She smoth- termed automatic
Some such edy. George
Atlantic.
ers six yawns before she finally gets attitude of mind justice.
lay at the root oi
her eyes open
little Tommy's odd remark when told
"At the Plunketts Mr. Plunkett, in a that a family friend, thoroughly un
Home-mad- e
Barometer.
muddy paid of overalls. Is digging in selfish and frequently Imposed upon
like
who
Those
Elsie Plunkett la by her unthinking
the back yard.
experimentation
relative had
washing her hair and Mrs. Plunkett In slipped suddenly from this present may try the following method of mak
work dress is world.
a faded
ing a cheap barometer, practiced la
France.
weeding her nasturtium bed very frazI'm
are
"Well, mother,
bo glad there
Take 8 grams of pulverized cam'
zled and warm looking.
many mansions In heaven, so there'll
'"My goodness!' she cries at sight be enough to go 'round in the Dennis phor, 4 grams of pulverized nitrate of
potassium, 2 grams of pulverized ni
of me. '"'If I'd expected callers I look
fambly, an' leave a nice one for Miss trate of ammonia, and dissolve in 60
terrible.
Hallle. You know, she never did seem
of alcohol. Put the whole in
to have anything of her really, truly agrams
slender bottle closed at the top
long
1
"When
get back home, a wreck own, down here!"
.with a piece of bladder containing a
from the long, hot walk and the crushpinhole to admit the air.
n
a
burst
of
sense
upon
'
having
ing
When rain is coming the solid parNot Satisfactory.
families who didn't want comwill tend gradually to mount,
ticles
1
"No, sir," said a clerk to his employ- little star crystals forming In the
pany in the least, say: 'Thank goodness, that's done!' and hastily get into er, "I do not think there's anything liquid, which otherwise remains clear;
unreasonable in my asking for an In- if
a kimono and the hammock
high winds are approaching the
"Then for the next month I have crease of salary. You may remember
will become thick, as If fer
liquid
Mrs.
Mrs.
Dessler,
Mrs. Plunkett,
that you promised me a raise when I menting, while a film of solid particles
Larch and all the others dropping in had been with you a year."
forms on the surface; during fair
on me In their filmiest gowns and they
"I know I did," rejoined the em- weather the liquid will remain clear
1 am
washwhen
come
asleep,
always
ployer; "but didn't I make it condi- and the solid particles will rest at
ing my hair orI clad in something that tion on your giving me every satis- the bottom.
smile and tell them faction
is a sight
how glad I am to see them and bow
"And in what way,
havent I
to given you satisfaction?"sir, asked
perfectly lovely is was of them
A 8ure Way.
the
I
are
after
say:
gone
they
come, and
clerk.
Willis I wonder if there will ever
on
did
earth
she
'Did you ever! Why
"In what way?" replied the employ- be universal peace.
some today of ail days!'
er, with a show of anger. "Do you
Glllis Sure. All they've got to do
"But we should all be mad as hat- think you are satisfying me in asking is to get the nations to agree that In
on
us!
It's
call
didn't
rest
If
for an Increase of salary?" The case of war the winner pays the penters the
a quaint srame!"
Wasp.
sions. Puck.
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He doesn't care for money,
But his purse is far from slim;
It's big enough, they say, to make
HIb money care for Mm.
HAD HEARD.

Smith My boy thinks he'll be a
pirate when he grows up.
Jones Thinks there is more money
in piracy than anything else, eh?
Smith Yes; but I think he's got
Morgan, the buccaneer, mixed up with
Morgan, the financier.
WANTED TO LIVE.

Larkin....

1.00

F. Ruhlo
The First One Oh, Susie, babr bail
Dr. Kurenon You haven't taken D. C. de Baca. . .
wallowed a quarter run for tie doe
the medicine I left for you. Such Frank Vaughn .
tor.
Mrs. Monslmer
make me lose my patience.
The Second One No, for the min- things
Patient I was afraid if I took Mrs. Lee
The
ister. I heard nana sav last nlffbt It
you would lose another of your
Joe Ortega ....
that he could get money out of any- Gordon
DOttT.

.50
.50
.50
.50
.50
.60
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ter the state invention.
H. O. BTJRSTJM, Chairman.
JOSE D. SENA, Secretary.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from barrels on the bar.
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treated the Maroons royally. Inviting
them to a smoker Saturday evening.
r
ESTABLISHED 187t
The Crays will be here this week for
a return series and the fans and basei
PUBLISHED BT
ball management are planning to exTHE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
tend to them every courtesy.
' f
IlHOOBFOHlT.o
Bulletins of the game were received
M. M, PADGETT
yesterday and Saturday over the
EDITOR
wires of the Postal .Telegraph company. These were posted in The Optic office and at various places about
the
city, where little knots of enthuTAKE
LfST TWO CONTESTS Of
Entered at the Postoffloe at Eaat
siastic7 fans- - received the good news
Imlm Vesraa. Now m
CPDICO Akin DCCT ca urti IQ
Ion through the United State Malls
with enthusiasm.
RUBE WEEKS 13 TO 0
aeoona class matter.
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ALBUQUERQUE
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4
THE MAROONS' RECORD
4- - May 16
Japs, 2; Maroons 11.
4
4- May 17 Japs, 8; Maroons, 9.
4 May 30 Railroaders. 1; Maroons 4
4- 4
2.
June 4 Dawson, 7; Maroons, 3. 4
June 10 Dawson, 4. Maroons, S 4
4-- June
11
Dawson, 2; Maroons, 3 4
June 18 Santa Fe, 13; Maroons 4

4

Pueblo. Colo., Sept 11. It Is
said that the manager of the lo-eal club of the Western league
has offered to sell a waiver on
Rube Weeks, the Albuquerque
pitcher who recently signed with
him, for fifteen cents. So far
there have been no bids offered.

4- -

4

GROWER

11.

4

Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 11.
4 June 19 Albuquerque, 3;.?, Ma- 4
4
Manager Daniel Padjlla, of the
4 roons, 4.
tndls- - - 4 June 20
was
MaAlbuquerque
Grays,
4;
t
Albuquerque,
(Cash in Advance for Mail
4
posed this morning. Whenever
4 roons, 3.
Subscriptions.)
Remit by draft, check or money 4- - Dan refuses to talk he is mighty
4 June 24 Santa Fe8; Maroons 9.
order. If sent otherwise we wil'. not
sick. His physician couldn't get
4 June 25 Santa Fe 3; Maroons 7. 4
Oe responsible for loss.
a word out of him when he 4
July 4 Wagon Mound, 3; Ma- 4
on
free
Specimen copies
application, 4 called and has called a consul- - 4
4
4 roons, 10.
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT 4- tation of specialists.
July 9 Santa Fe 6; Maroons 8. 4
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
4 July 15 Albuquerque, 5; Ma- 4
PAID FOR.
4
4 roons, 10.
If you should pry from the Innocent 4 July 16 Albuquerque, 11; Ma- 4
Advertisers are guaranteed
the bands of a little child his last stick
4
4 roons, 6.
largest daily and weeiuy circulation
oi
in
Northeastern of candy and that infant, without a 4 July 17 Santa Fe 12; Maroons 4
ay newspaper
New Mexico.
squeal, should arise in its crib, seize
4
10.
its rattle and ,knock you down
4 July 22 Raton, 8; Maroons, 18. 4
wouldn't that JAR you?
4 July 23 Raton, 6; Maroons. 3; 4
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1911.
To use a simile manufactured by a
4
4 (six innings.)
sporting writer in Albuquerque the 4- July 26 Dawson, 3; Maroons, 7. 4
Maroons were the baby while the Al
LESS WARLIKE IS EUKOl'E buquerque Grays were the purloiners 44- - July 27 Dawson. 3: Maroons. 4. 4
July 29 Raton, 2; Maroons, 4. 4
of the sticky confection. The sim 4 July 30 Raton, 13; Maroons, 6. 4
The memory of Sedan still rankles ile was evolved after the first contest
4 August 8 Raton, 14; Maroons, 4
bitterly in the hearts of all true between the Maroons and the Grays 4 8.
4
o
Frenchmen.
It was )uet forty-onFriday afternoon, which was' won by 4 August 9 Raton 5; Maroons 8. 4
years ago last Saturday that Napol- the Grays 3 to 2. The sporting writer 4 August 10 Raton 2; Maroons 3. 4
eon III surrendered his sword and and the Albuquerque fans have been
4 August 15 Raton, 7:- Maroons 4. 4
the honor of the French army to the trying to forget the simile ever since,
August 16 Katon, 6; Maroons 8. 4
"old kaiser." And it was an odd co- as the Maroons rose up majestic In
August 18 Dawson 5; Maroons 1. 4
incidence that on the day of that an- their wrath and hooked the Grays in
August 19 Dawson 12; Maroons 4
niversary last week both France and the last games of the series.
2.
4
should have been at
Germany
Saturday's game was annexed by a
22 Amarillo 0; Maroons 4
August
strained relations over clashing in- score of 9 to 5. Yesterday the immor6.
4
terests in Morocco. True to national tal Rube Weeks was driven from the
August 23 Amarillo 2; Maroons 4
Ma-sentiment, the French ambassador box in the sixth inning.,
7.
4
declined to continue negotiations roons, who won the contest by the
August 24 Amarillo 4; Maroons 4
"
with the German foreign office on
score of 13 to C A" shut-but- .
7.
4
"Sedan day," considering it a sacred
Revenge is sweet.
August 26 Santa Fe 1; Maroons 4
occasion and of ill omen in dealing
Heavy hitting and excellent pitch
16.
4
with the Germans. So on "Sedan
ing won the series for the Maroons.
27 Santa Fe 4; Maroons 4
August
Elrench.
the
ambassador was
'
lay'
5.
Injun" Smith occupied the-- pitching
t 4
taken suddenly "ill" and for that day mound In Saturday's contest.- He. held
29 Dawson 8; Maroons 4
August
all official "conversations" were de the Grays to nine hits while hi .team
10.
4
clared off.
mates were gathering in a .total of
30 Dawson 2; Maroons 4
August
While the situation in regard to fifteen bingles. Not a Maroon' .failed
4.
Morocco is still very delicate, there to hit
safely. Wilson was the hero
31 Dawson 0; Maroons 4
August
seems no real prospect of war. As of the game,
1.
poling out three hits in
4
a matter of fact nobody in Europe five times at bat. And it was "Bugs
2
Santa Fe 2; Maroons 17. 4
Sept.
seems to want to fight, for it would
Newmeyer, imported leaguer, that the
Sept. 3 Santa Fe 5; Maroons 8. 4
have been no diplomatic trick at all Maroons assaulted so
violently with
Sept. 8 Albuquerque, 3; Ma-- 4
for any of the triumvirate of nations their war clubs.
roons 2.
4
involved in the controversy to trump
The story of yesterday's game was
9
Ma- - 4
Sept.
Albuquerque,
casus
belli on short notice. one of ruthless
up a
pillage. The Maroons
roons 9.
4
Therefore there is hope that the Motheir depredation by stealing
Ma10 Albuquerque, 0;
began
Sept.
roccan dispute may be settled peacev
the goat of the Honorable Rube
roons, 13.,
fully and that the dignity of none of Weeks. Brother Weeks went Into the
the disputants will suffer. France
game with the intention of scoring a
Standing of the Team
has now made the maximum concesshut out. He did for two innings. In
Won 29; lost 13; percentage .691.
sions in the Congo in favor of' Gerthe third session, however, the Mamany, in return for the latter's recog- roons
pounded him for four safe
nition of France's dominant political
which netted five runs. In
drives,
influence, while there is the most the fourth the Maroons
got another.
complete
understanding between The Rube had better luck In the fifth,
France and Britain.
the Maroons to no score. ' In
If Germany concedes French dom- holding
the sixth he was rapped for ' three
ination in Morocco It will mean that
which netted two runs. At tho 111 v At-- . 9'
the Germans will have to give up the hits,
end of this session the dlsicouraged w " .ass
commercial and mining concessions
Rube retired lest the score should
iu Morocco, as Germany In the namount to an incalculable height.
ture of things could not expect guarwho followed him, did not
antees that were shared equally by O'Bannon,
better fortune.
any
enjoy
Just when it seemed
the English.
who pitched for
Lochard,
Tommy
that a final peaceful eolution to tho
work. He
excellent
did
the
Maroons,
was
to
about
the
be
found,
problem
to
down
four
held
Ihts, one
the
Grays
Spanish government threw a bomb
In tight
into matters by sending soldiers to of which was a scratch.
occupy Sainte Croix La Mineure, on places, and he allowed himself to get
the Moroccan coast, fifty-eigh- t
miles into mighty few of these, Lochard
south of Agadir. At once the flame was invincible. The Maroons gather
ELY'S CREAM BALM
burst out afresh and France was ac- ed seventeen hits off Weeks and
Applied Into the nostrils
is quickly absorbed.
cused of bad faith and of "playing O'Bannon, thirteen of which were
CIVES RELIEF AT ONCE.
double." But this storm seems to collected from the delivery of tho
cleanses, soothes, heals aud protects the
Rube in six short innings. Lochard It
have passed.j
diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh
Weeks
while
out
struck
?nen
eleven
Morocco has been a rather juicy
and drives away a Cold in the Head quickly.
bone of contention for the dogs of and O'Bannon were able to befuddle Restores the Senses of Taste and Smell.,
It is e;isy to use. Contains no injurious
European diplomacy to quarrel over. but two batters each.
arngs. .iNo mercury, no cocaine, no mor
is
extra
The present controversy
The hitting was heavy, many
simply
'
phine. Ine Household remedy.
a question of how this bone may be bases being poled. Wicks and Ellis "Tricfc'760 cents at Druggists or by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren St., New York,
dlivjded so that each Interested van each got three base hits, while
- doubles.
dal may get its share while the real
two
"Chief,"' got
owners- of Morocco stand helplessly' Other Maroons to get two base' drives
by and see their rich land dispoiled were B .Smith 2, Wicks and Ellis.
SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA
and disrupted. War talk has been
It was only at one time that the
The Valley Ranch
rife for months, but with the passing
Grays looked dangerous. In the secof time the likelihood of such a re- ond
The PLACE the TIME for
inning with two out the next
sult of the
quarrel man up got safe on I. Smith's error.
a VACATION. The rainy seahas lessened. War has grown un An error
by Lockhart allowed first son is closed the FISHING
popular and neither Germany uor and second to be occupied. Kunz, the season is open. There is no betFrance quite likes the Idea of trying next
sticker, drove a vicious drive at ter fishing in. this country than
Issues in that way. In fact, ac lord- Fisher.
It looked good for three bas- at galley Ranch. Also hunting,
horseback riding, tennis, etc..
ing to the latest dispatches the mat es if it got away. Fisher, by a bril
ter is practically settled now.
liant catch, retired Kunz and ended combined with the best of
board,', the best of baths, the
the Inning, putting a quietus on
best of everything. Rates $12 to
l
score.
to
chances
buquerque's
$15 per week.
As usually treated, a sprained anTho Maroons returned to Las Ve
A postal will bring you our
kle will disable a man for three or
four weeks, but by applying Chamber-Iai- gas this morning on train No.
illustrated booklet of the Upper
Liniment, freely as soon as the They were pleased with the treatment Pecos free.
injury Js received and observing the accord e&,Jthem in Albuquerque. DaAddress The Valley Ranch
directions with each bottle, a cure can
be effected in from two to four days. vid Coombs, the umpire, was etrlctfy
Valley Ranch, N. M:
on the square. .The Albuquerque fans
For sale by all druggists.
One Tear
Blx Month

12.00
1.00
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TODAY'S COMMERCIAL AND FINANCIAL NEWS

he Dishes
Rebuke for Smashing
Called Forth the Indignant Scorn
of the Servant! i
1

;,

V

,

A housewife who lives in a suburb
of New York feels keenly the rebuke
she received from a Bervant who made

a brief visit to her home recently.
When the question of employment
came up and matters of history were
,
asked, the maid said:
"Oh, yes'm. I been workln' In fine
fam'lies. I won't work In any famTy
what ain't a good one."
There is seemed necessary for the
housewife to give assurances on her
part. The bargain was made and the
girl was Installed. The first day everything went well; the second there was
a crash in the kitchen and the mistress found that two plates from her
prize set were in bits. She was reluctant to make a breach in diplomatic
relations thus early and let the incident go with a caution. Next day
there was another disaster, involving
a cut glass tumbler, and several
lesser things. This time she spoke
rather sharply and gave warning that
in future such breakages must be paid
for. Next came a large and highly
prized platter. When the time came
to pay the weekly wage the mistress
deducted the price.
"You ain't goin' to ask me to pay
for that, is you?" asked the girl with
great surprise.
"Certainly," was the reply. "You
should be made to pay for the other
things also."
There was a fine scorn in the servant's manner and voice.
"I guess I made a mistake," she
said. "You told me you was a lady. I
ain't never seen a lady what wouldn't
let me break as many things as I
wanted and never say a word."
she
dignity,
Whereupon, with
dropped her work and went.
NO PLACE TO

WIN AT CARDS

in American Club at Manila
Makes Lucky Player "Buy"
for Everyone.

Custom

"When you play cards at the American club in Manila," said an American
just returned from the Philippines,
"the worst thing you can do is to
win." .
Of course there were exclamations
and questions.
it's this way," con"Well, you-seetinued the returned one. "At the club
the game they play 13 'vingt-et-unin
which, as you doubtless know, one of
the best things a player can do is to
get what is called a 'natural.' But, In
Manila, the trouble Ib that the getting
of a natural immediately places its
possessor at the mercy of an unwritten law comparable, in Its severity, to
the laws of the Medea and Persians.
. "As soon as it is known that there
is a 'natural' on the table everybody
in the clubhouse hurries to the club
bar, with hoarse cries of 'Natural!'
'Natural!' Not only that members
rush to the doors and windows of the
club, bawling 'Natural!' out into the
streets, whereupon every American
within hearing
and Englishman
charges into the club like a mad bull
and makes toward the bar, without a

KANSAS, CITY LIVE STOCK.

on the rise

showed more animation
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York. Sept. 11. Heavy selling than for many days.

11.

Cattler-Re-ceip- ts

Kansas City, Sept
south23,000, including 2,000
erns. Market steady to 10 centa lower. Native steers $5.258.00; southern steers $4.005.50; southern
cows and heifers $2. 75 4. BO; native
cows and heifers $2.B07.25; stock-er- a
and feeders $3.255.75; bulls
calves $4.BO!T.50;
$3.004.40;
western steers $4.507.O0; western
cows $2.754.75.
r
Hoks Receipts 6,000. Market S
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.'
cents higher. Bulk of sales $7.15
Cattle-Receipackers'
Chicago, Sept. 11.
7.30; heavy , $7.107.30;
lighta
23,000.
Market steady. Beeves 15.00 and butchers $7.157.35;
'
.
J
8.10; Texas steers $4.406.40; $7.107.30. ,v
1?,000, , Market
western Bteers $4.O07i00; "stockers
Sheep Reetfpts
and feeedrs $3.005.50; cows and steady. Muttons $3.003.75; lamba
and yearheifers $2.256.30; calves $6.25
$4.505.60rrange wethersewes
$2.50
range
?.00.
lings $2.904.25;
23.000.
Market
3.75.Hogs Receipts
strong to 5 cents higher. Lights $7.00
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
7.57Va; mixed
6.957.60; heavy
world
$6.807.B0; rough $6.857.00; good
Chicago, Sept 11. Large
to choice heavy $7.007.50; pigs shipments, with surprisingly heavy
$4.757.30; bulk of sales $6.95 contributions from the Danube, acted
of
7.35.
today as a weight on the price
Market wheat. Opening figures here were
40,000.
Sheep Receipts
'
December
Native
up.
lower to
steady to 10 cents lower.
to
of
decline
a
western
,
97
to
$2.B04.00;
started
$2.254.10;
Bullish cables
yearlings $3.904.10; lambs, native
, and fell to
S3.755.75; western $1.255.75.
gave corn a stronger tone. DecemDec.
Wheat, Sept. 92V4
higher at 64, rose
ber opened
Dec.
Corn, Sept.
and reached to 64.
to 64
Dec. 45.
Oats, Sept
Oats eased off with wheat Decemoff at
Pork, Sept. $15.20; Jan. $16.02.
ber started unchanged to
46.
Dec.
to
$9.30,
receded
and
46
Lard, Sept. $9.37;
to V
Ribs, Sept. $8.82; Jan. $8.37.
Provisions were firm. Initial sales
Wheat, the close was steady at were unchanged to 5 cents dearer
for
96
for December, at net loss of with January delivery $16.32
'
pork; $9.429.45 for lard and $8.50
for ribs.

66..
Amalgamated Copper
102
Atchison
122
Great Northern pfd
New York Central ...........102
.113
.Northern ' Paclfio
iieading (
139;
107
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific, ex div.......'. .162V
60
United States Steel
United Statee Steel, pfd.' ..'. .'.115

of stocks was resumed today. Despite the higher range of prices in
London at the opening, quotations
eoon reached new low points of the
'
year. Most of the morning's selling
aa attributed to further liquidation
by Berlin where calling of the loans
by Paris and London was said to
have disclosed more weak bull accounts.
The Harrlman stocks were affected
by reports that a strike on the roads
was inevitable. A falling off in select exports was given as reason for
the weakness in United States- - Steel.
A pause in the liquidation in the second hour caused some hasty covering and the market rallied a fraction.
Another downward plunge uncovered many stop loss orders and the
bears put out large blocks of stock,
driving prices still lower. The reaction from the opening high prices
in Lehigh Valley; 3; in
reached 3
in Reading and
Union Pacific; 2
in Northern
Canadian Pacific; 2
Pacific, and 2 in United States Steel,
St. Paul and Southern Pacific. Bonds
were heavy.
Several stocks went lower before
the decline was checked by a fractional rally. Trading became quiet
Urgent liquidation apparently having
spent its force and the bears hesitating to attack the market further,
allowed to recover
prices were
of the
until
many
gradually,
earlier large losses were regained or
reduced to small fractions. The market closed irregular. Retirement of
short contracts accelerated the rally.
Reading and Southern Paclfio reached a point above Saturday's close and
other stocks, including United States
Great Northern
preferred,
Steel,
Amalgamated Copper and St. Paul,
advanced to a fraction above parity.
The stability of prices In the last of
the session led. to more general buying for the long account and the list

pts

'

97.

96.
64.
66';
43;'

11.

4

NEW YORK MONEY
New York, Sept. 11. Prime paper
per cent; Mexican dollars 45; call

money

per cent.

2

Market
mediums
western
and
Territory
fine mediums 18(5)19; fine

firm;

NEW YORK METAL

1710;
15.
11

Copper spot

New York, Sept. 11.
11.9512.10; lead dull
silver 52.

ST. LOUIS WOOL.
St. Louis, Sept. 11. Wool

4.454.55;

Subscribe for The Optic.

,'

BUS

About Styles and Materials Which
Fashion Has Decreed Good for
Fall and Winter 1911-1- 2
Why Our Sty&es m& Msterisiis ssro Superior
choose
how

to
The Buyer with years of experience undoubtedly knows
garments
suitable for his own locality. The experienced buyer goes to the very centre of commercial industry to select his goods. He has found where all grades of merchandise are made
trips to such
best and nothing but the best suits him. Our Buyer has made
New
and
York, Washington,
Philadelphia for
centres as St. Louis, Cincinnati, Chicago,
to any ever shown in this
years. This year he has picked Fabrics and Garments superior
be
as
can
marked
as
marked, allowing us a small lecheap
they
locality. Our goods are
finest line of merchandise ever collected
gitimate profit. We invite an inspection of the
will
When
favor
us with a call?
Las
root
in
Vegasi
under one
you

word.

"There is but one thing for the possessor of the 'natural' to do. And, 1
ask you, where are his winnings when
he has done it?"

semi-annu-

Origin of Thunder.
Once upon a time three
Indiana
went hunting. They walked for thre
long daVs and nights but could see

neither game nor forests. They finally came to a tall' tree and one 01
the hunters climbed to the top of th
branches in order to look for game
From the tree top a path led to at
Indian tepee in the clouds. He at
once Informed his companions on th
ground, and instructed them to "folio
him. Arriving at the tepee, they en
tered and joined other Indians wh
were smoking their pipes. After feast
ing for some time they all went out tc
hunt. The reports of their guns wer
heard on the earth, and even the In
dians of today believe that every tlm
It thunders those Indians are huntlni
upon the Happy Hunting grounds.
One Indla'n, on returning to
thi
earth, told the Chlppewas that by of
fering up smoke as a sacrifice to tht
thunder it would stop thunder. Som
of the Indians still follow the custom
of smoking during a storm to appeasf
the thunder Genevieve Bebeau (Chip
pewa) in Red Man.
K
1

Gave Life for Brother.
A pathetic story of how a

What Is Being

Nobby

r

Shown

Apparel
Smart Tailored Suits of
mannish materials as well as
the softer, more delicately
woven fabrics.
26 and 28 inch Jackets only
d
or slightly fit
ted backs are all the rage
all jackets not plain'jihave
either satin or velvet collars
and cuffs lined with guary
anteed Skinner's Satin
sailor or notch collars.
Skirts of straight line model, with pleated panel back
with or without' high waist
'
mostly six gored styles'.
" These Suits
'aWunique in
every way ther are worthy
of your inspection.
Prices

(Like Cut)

$12.50 to

bemi-fitte-

$35.00

Cor-da-

seven-year-ol-

boy sacrificed his life for hit
brother was told at th
Hackney (England) coroner's court
the other day at the Inquest on Waltei
Days. While the two boys were play
ing on the towpath of Regent's canal
at Cambridge Heath, Ernest, ' tht
younger boy, accidentally fell into tht
water, and Walter Jumped In to sav
him. Ernest, who was held up in tht
witness box by his mother, said that
all he remembered was that after fall
Ing in his brother "kept pushing hint
towards the bank." Ernest was savefl
by a third boy. but Walter wai
drowned.

Broadcloth
ing

f

!

'

Anout our fir
wool tUresses
a

awisn

The Real Thing.
"Oh, Mary! Jim and Bill fought i
duel over me!"
"How romantic! What happened?'
"It was terrible! I came into tht
room and those foolish boys wert
pointing big pistols at each other!"
Heavens! ) Were the)
f'Plstols?
;
;
loaded?"
;s'';f:
j "Not a bit They were both, eober.'
.
.
i;
Toledo Blade.

10

fir;
Jip:

v

and.uk Dresses, we simply
siaie inai mey are an pat can be desired
'THE

Opposite

Ssrges

ff

Cr--

and
made

or slightly

fitted

tailored

with notch or close

styles

fitting collar. All coats have
deep cuff.

t

(f

MJ-LtJ-

,

Cjfffl

flfl

IU ij)(JUiUU

STORE OF QUALITY
Opposite

Hotel

il.:;?Wi

Cheviot

from the desirable serrikfitted

Castaneda
;

Coat-- -

Fancy

Fancy Back Coating

$17.50 to $40.00
mm

and Ser-

viceable Coats
Profusely

Shown in Ladies
Ready-to-wea-

al

E. Las Vegas

ii

.
t,

'.t'ir;

..

1,

Castaneda
L

J

I

I

n.m:
LLJ.L LJILL

Hotel

t
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agency.
The
Rev. J. If. Rose, pastor of ths Chris
tian churcli went to Roswell this aft'
t0
ernoon.
,
"Buafflo" Jones went to .Watrous
Archy Tally, a farmer from Cherry- vale was in Las Vegas today on busi this afternoon to look after his buffalo herd on pasture there.
ness.
The man who does the
John Coleman, a brakeman on the
Charles F. Lambert, a cattleman
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
from Cimarron, came in Sunday aft Santa Fe, returned yesterday afterOne way colonist tickets on
noon from a trip to Rocky Ford.
nd whythe man on
ernoon on a busines trip.
sale daily, September '15 to
Miss Ruth Schlott left this after- PLANS ARE ENTIRELY COMPLETE
whom everything depends.
Stuart Tipton of Watrous , was ui
October 15, 1911, inclusive,
Our responsibility is never
Las Vegas yesterday, and today. , He noon for Colorado Springs where she
AND CONTRACTOR EXPECTS
'"-- i
from
Colorado
this
will
lost sight of for a moment
attend
year.
college
home
returned
this afternoon.
TO START. ON THAT DATE
of
Dr.
in prescription filling. Every
J. M.jCunningham, president
Theodore Eepe came in from Santa
Las Vegas, N. M.
Fe Saturday night, and left this morn the San Miguel National bank, went to
prescription leaving our
Only a few points shown
store is faultless from any
Santa Fe yesterday on a business
At a meeting of the building com
ing for Mora on a business trip.
below.
For fares to other
mittee of the lodge, held yeeterdayl
standpoint that you may
Emtl ClemenU left for Denver yes- trip.
and information as to
points
D. C. Duell, manager of the La afternoon in the office of George H.
take. You may feel safe
terday afternoon and will attend
the liberal stopover privileges
and sure if we fill your
school in.that city during the coming Cueva Ranch company, has returned Hunker final arrangements for the
accorded, phone, write or see
?uth-erfrom a week's fishing trip in
prescription.
financing of the proposed Elks' club
winter,
the undersigned.
Colorado.
house were made. This means that
William Shillinglaw drove out on
Los Angeles
Mrs. J. E. Rogers and baby came on or before September 20 the ground
the mesa this, morning with a party
.. San Francisco
in
from
where
last night
Topeka, Kan.,
at the corner of Ninth and Douglas
of men who are prospective mesa land
WINTERS DRUG CO.
San Diego :
they have been visiting relatives dur avenues will be broken for the founowners.
dation of the finest club house in the
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Back of Mora ing the summer' months.
Phone Main ;
' Redlands
returned Saturday night from a trip Fred Stanley left this afternoon for Southwest. It was In the early part
, "l
rewill
in
and
Kansas
various
cities
vicinarchitects
June
this
in
that
of
East, on which Mr. Back purchased
Sacramento
turn the tatter part of the week with ity were notified of the competition
fall stock for his store in Mora,
Santa Barbara
a
party of prospective land buyers. for the plans of a club house for the
Miss Gertrude Kelly of Topeka,
Phoenix
a
at
baker
Joe
Voepel, formerly
Las Vegas lodge of Elks and the fond
Kan., returned home yesterday afterLEGISLATION COSTLY
& Hay ward store, arrived from
Goldfield
dream of the order is now about to
noon after spending a week visiting Graaf
Colo., yesterday after- be realized.
Ford,
Rocky
Tonopah
taken
the
Airs. Vincent Truder, at the Trader
Every step
by
noon and will be in Las Vegas' sev
Guaymas
FOR
building committee has been careful
home on Seventh street
THEJAILROADS
eral days.
Mexico City
ly made.- The purchase of the land on
Mrs. Charle9 Watlington and her
Ernest M. Bagwell, of the Bagwell the corner of Ninth and Douglas, the
daughter, Marion, who have been the saw mill at Shoemaker, arrived yesterThrough Tourist
ROCK
ISLAND
establishment of the title, .the purOFFICIAL SAYS
guests of Mrs. F. L. Myers for the day afternoon from his home and is
chase of an additional fifty feet, all
Sleepers
PROPOSED LAWS WILL COST , past week, returned to their home in
here looking after some business mat- were done in a manner
the
to California on
run
deserving
daily
COMPANIES BILLION.
Albuquerque yesterday afternoon,
ters.
comendatlon of their brother Elks.
Santa Fe fast trains. They
Frank Mada, a Castaneda chef, and George A. Campfield, a prominent
On August the 30 the bids for the
have large dressing" room for
his family left yesterday afternoon business man of Albuquerque, arrived construction of the
women and smoking room for
were
building
New York, Sept 11. F. O. Melcher, for San Marcial, where he will take from his home yesterday afternoon, opened by the committee and were
men. Electric lighted. Efficivice president of the Chicago, Rock a position In the employ of E. L, and is in Las Vegas on a business entirely satisfactory. A. M. Horn the
ent Pullman porter and conIsland & Pacific, in a letter published Coles, formerly clerk at the Casta triu.
ductor in charge. Harvey
sucessful bidder is a Tucumcari con
Mrs. M. F. Des Marias and son,
meals served the best in the
here, calls attention to the serious na- neda and now manager of the San
tractor and one of the best in the
Michel, returned yesterday afternoou
world. Personally conducted
ture of pending railway legislation in- Marcial Harvey house.
state. At the present time he is coman extended trip to Canada,
from
excursions are run three
G.
tended to safeguard employes and
Ed
Murphey, the druggist, and
addition to the Miners'
the
pleting
times a week.
He points out, for ex- his sister, Mrs. Anna Gandall, who where she had been the guest of hospital at Raton. But a short time
passengers.
relatives.
ample, that one bl'l introduced into has been visiting in Las Vegas this
Elks'
home
he
Tuc
at
built
the
A. Abeyta, Jr., was in Las Vegas ago
congress requiring all roads to dis- summer, left yesterday afternoon for
umcari.
from his home In Mora.
yesterday
card their wooden equipment after Denver, where they will spend a few
The Interest In the local lodge is
M. Clifford Hogshead of Albuquer
January 1, 1912, would cost the rail- days and then go to Mrs. Gandall's
intense.
The lodge is larger and in
roads more than $630,000,000. Other borne In Illinois. After this' Mr. Mur- que, arrived from the Duke City yes a beter financial condition than ev?n
bills now pending would require the phey will make an extended trip terday afternoon.
E. E. Berrinot, vice president aad before in its history.
roads to enlarge their clearances at a through the East
At nearly every meeting a number
general manager of the Two Repubcost of $444,000,000 and to install the
of new candidates have been voted
Several Las Vegas fans made the lics Insurance
In
came
yescompany,
universal block signals at a cost of
trip to Albuquerque yesterday to wit terday afternoon from his home in El on and several have been initiated
$287,000,000.
into the secrets of the organization.
ness the game between the Maroons Paso on business.
D. L. Batcheler, Agent
To comply with these three laws and the Grays. The
Tomorrow night at the regular
down
went
party
H. N. Northrop returned Saturday
Las Vegas, N. M.
would call for an expenditure of on the Califronia Limited and return
afternoon from a week's vacation at meeting the report of the building
$1,361,000,000. This Is ten per cent of ed early this morning on train No. S.
be
made
will
after
which
committee
ranch and this morning, In
the net capitalization of all roads in Some of the fans who made the Jour Harveyjs with Mrs.
drove the initiation of six promising candi
company
the United States, which amounted ney are E. R. Russell, Lawrence D. out to Los Alamos forNorthrop,
will
dates
The
of
take
report
place.'
the day.
to $14,338,575,000 at the end "of 1910.
the building committee will be espeClark, Reginald Young, Jack Gibson,
Mrs. I. H. Rapp and Helen Hos- - cially interesting and a full attend 1
F .Balrd and B. Sherman.
ldns went through Las Vegas this art ance is expected.
R. M. Robertson and A. E. Land
NEIGHBORS and FELLOW
to the Pacifio coast. Mr. Rapp
trip
Before You Reach the Limit
or
ovenana
tne
Automo came as far as Les Vegas with thom.
man, Doth
CITIZENS
ot physical endurance and while your bile company, came through
vethe afternoon train to their 4 4
taking
condition IB tll curable, take Foley
We are located at 523
KlrttiBV Pills. Their quick action and gas yeBterday on their way overland home in Santa Fe.
RESOLUTIONS BY PRE- ihv rpsults will delight you. For to Denver. They have been vUltlng
CINCT 3 REPUBLICANS
Street.
Sixth
afternoon.
this
Miss Mary Coors left
nervousness, rheumatism, the cities over the state placing
h.axho
where she will
Kan.,
oil tirinev. bladder and urinary nepnniea for the car with automobile I lor
Lawrence,
We want your business
. .
a
J
u
i.
ft fl.- Schacfer and Red dealers. William
The following resolutions were pas
"Whalen ot the I visit college iroenaB uunus IV.
I i U llnr.
1)
and
will SUIT you or
Precinct
of
Co.
mibb
sed by the republicans
rorities rushing season,
Cross Drug
will also visit friends In Topeka and No. 3 at a meeting held last Friday
"bust a hame-strin- g"
tryKansas City.
evening:
I
ing.
TV"!' .HfMl'WA-'-- ' .wxiHKfWa
1
,.,nuWhereas, it haa been made known
Will Cooley, vice president oi tn-- that the choice of tho citizens of the
Let us hear from you.
Rio arande Valley Bank and Trust Imperial County of San Miguel, for
the
L.
M.
1
Cooley,
of
son
company,
the state of New
1
In the first governor of
The Parisian Dry Cleaners
livery man, arrived from his home
Mevirro. is the Honorable Secundino
win
and
afternoon
El Paso yesterday
Romero, and
be here a short time on business.
Whereas, Mr. Romero's educationor
tne nirsr. al Qualities and abilities as a states
Rev O. P. Miles, pastor
-.
uof
Las
Vegas, returned man. snow aim. iu uo
Baptist church
to
the
service
1 CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
faithful
home Saturday night and tinea tne and also for his
or Estimates Furnished on All Kind of
to
the
or
and
people
abBence
an
party
republican
pulpit yesterday after
is highly de
Building Job Work a Specialty.
three months, during whlcn time ne San Miguel county, he
of
being
honor
in
the
Opposite vpno.
of
high
various
Phone Main 336.
points
serving
has been visiting
new state.
of
the
executive
first
the
Missouri,
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
therefore, be It
RARolved. that we, the republicans
nil
I
fcear. iMi Mallory
of precinct No. 3, county of San Ml FOR RENT Five room
Every genuine
tr.de-m.r1
,
on
I 93
Millory Hat Vy
chickens. 01a
guel, assemb'ed in publio meeting,
cottage. Thirty-si- x
618 Grand
for sale.
this eighth day of September, laii
to
the
428,
support
Main
our
hearty
do pledge
or phone
i
Hat
GOOD-BY- E
The Mallory Scotch Finish Soft
Honorable Secundino Romero
1
I
attractive,
.
and
Something new. unique
covernor of New Mexico, and we as
in the new
'
1
I
Mallor- - derbies and soft hats
fmre the citizens of the state or inw
wide variety;
1
Fall styles are also here in
Mexico and the county of San Miguel
1
Cravenetted, of course.
'4V-,'republicans, will use
,
Your hat is here.
I
Capital Paid in
means to have
honorable
and
yQw
legal
the
in
him nominated for governor
state republican convention; and be
i

.

-

i

ELKS' HOME

PERSONALS

Prescripiionisi"

ILL Low Fares
Arizona

.

SEPT.

Ji

California

BE COMMENCED

--

. . FIVE

OUR CHINA

ISLAND DECORATED AND BEARS THE NAME OF

Mexico

20

'i '

"

Uli

PICKARD

KNOWN BY THE MARK

-

0

C

! '

?'

or LENOX

TAUPERT
JEWELER and OPTICIAN

n

$25.00

,

RETAIL PRICES
200

lbs. or More, Each Delivery
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs Each Delivery
Each Delivery
60 lbs. to 200 lbs
Less Than 60 Iba Each Delivery

AG U A PUR

$35.60
$32.70

$25.00

St?
FRIENDS

20o per 10
25c per 100
SOo per 100
40o per 100
60o per 100

Use.

lbs.
Iba.
Iba.
Iba.

COMPANY

A

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

GROSS, KELL

Y & CO.

( Incoporated)

GROCERS
HIDES and PELTS

WHOLESALE

'aad Dealer In

WOOL.

BAIN WAGONSRACINE VEHICLES---

"

c.e'o"'

"

SEVEN HOUSES

East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M,
NT
XT
M
DiAns
f t
.Trinidad, Colorado

n

M

M

v

,

iiazns Farmer's Harvest
urn I5j Jubilee
Mora. County

II:::

m

1V

11

wi

'

i

I

WAGON MOUND. N. M.

September

!

Tickets on Sale September 18th to 21st inclusive,

"

1911.
with return limit of September 22nd,

Fsvre for

Frank Revell,

t jrA. a

1911

19-2- 1,

the Roxmd Trip S2.20

D. L.

BATCHELOR. Agent

irk

Try" an Ad. in The Optic's

.

1

k

"Want Columns"

I

jfifc

Tfh
l.

ftY

to all

I

I
I I Summer Goods

"-

Surplus

$50,000.00

$100,000.00

it further
This is your last chance on
reductions ot summer goods for
05 rather 25 per cent
foloff for cash on any of the
lowing. Items:
one-fourt- h

t

h

;

y

t

:

M

.

'

1

.

"That's the, beat hatL, ,n

I

25

,prcnt
.

rt 0B any reJl?s:
.

A
irti"nper cent, on wuyrJ.vw'furniture.
u
25 per cent 011 ou
mm

25

I

E. ROSENWALD and SON

mock.

cream
25 per cent off on any ice

1

freezer.
25 per cent off on any gasoline
stove.
'"'We do this to make room for

CHAS. LEWIS

' our immense stock

TAILOR FOR MEN
Home.
Everything Made at

Stylish and

and
stoves, blankets, comforts
goods.
winter
all
Up-to-d-

ate

and Pressing
Bring in Your Cleaning
603 LINCOLN

of heating

WILL DOLL BUILDING

75he Rosenthal
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
East Las Vegasr N.M.

Resolved, that we highly appreciate
the conduct of President Taft, for his
actions relative to the new state, ne

it further

.V,.. iru'i

VC'C,
j

J. M. CUNNINUHAm, rrraiucni
FRANK SPRINOEB, V,(e.R.reW

I

Resolved, that we highly appreciate
the actions f the republican state
antral cotomlttee, in having chosen
Laa Vegas as the' proper place for
Be
tbe state convention to be held
further'-,.- ,

It

rl- -

.en!
C

T.

i

VEGAS

I'M.

tli

Interest Paid' on Time Deposits

rrr

ttPBolved: that the citizens 01
cinct No. 3, extend their moat slniere

MIND

men
gratitude, to all the gentlemen
Hnnorl In this resolution.
Pat Ortega, Esequlel Nieto, Anselmo Maes, Demetrlo Kivera ae
tinez. Luis Ortiz, Florentino Montoya,
Ortiz. Enrique Sena,
Bonifacio Maxes,
Montova.
r
ni'VU'""
committee.

;

.

saviwuoC
m.

m

wm m.T

ftf the. nennies and the dollars willHtake
of themselves" is just as trite now asSever.iiYou

in some
n't "mind your savings" by tucking them away

obscure corner.

nin

nin.otlon and Assimilation
t tho nimntitv of food taken
t but the amount digested and assimil
ated that gives strengtn ana '
tthe system. Chamberlain's Stomaca
stomand Liver Tablets invigorate the perthem
tp
enable
and
liver
ach and
form their functions naturally. . Tor
sale Wall dnigslats.

YOUR,

..n,i.

,ar.

-

-

HO SKINS. CmhUr

.,

;

What is needed is

A SAVINGS BANK

;

.tsi

Tr'a at vmir disoosal to deposit either'dimes

on andlup to the pal- or dollars. The savings habit leads andlthe
sensation ts
.
&
1
ace ot weaunaora.
'
3
j
a pleasing one.

n"

.

.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

'

I

I

.

'

r

J
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Many Centuries Old Fortunes Awaiting the Claim of the Law-

Three RV Are Cut

Out and Children
Are Taught to Ba Happy

'

2.

Wanted
WANTED A school girl to occupy
room tree. Inquire at 808 Main, or
010 Lincoln.

In Rhenish Bavaria two associations
nave recently been organized to obtain
a $400,000 Inheritance left in 167S by
the Dutch Field Marshal Baron von
Ornholm. In Bavaria there Is a new
effort under way to secure five fortunes now estimated at about $17,500,-00the amounts left by five Dutchmen to their German relatives, between 1636 and 1706, plus the Interest
that has accumulated since that time.
Every one of these Ave fortunes, the
largest of which was $1,120,000, has
completely disappeared.
There Is a record that the money
left by Johann Joas, an ..Amsterdam
ship's captain, who died In 1707,
reached the representative of his Heirs
In Augsburg in 1785. In the next year
the heirs were informed that $700,000
had been deposited for them In an
Augsburg bank. The heirs of a leather dealer, Van Gratz, received email
payments on account, and even obtaining $40,000 about 1791. In 1855
an Augsburg banker by the name of
Von Halde confessed on his death bed
that the Inheritances had been deposited n his bank, and' that by
means of them he had made his own
fortune.
Since then every effort has been
made to trace the bequests through
the municipality of Augsburg, the Ba
varian minister of the Interior, and
the courts. There are endless docu
ments in the case, but the money has
never appeared. Recently the Dres
den bank absorbed the Von Halde
bank business, and the heirs are now
of the opinion that. It muBt account to
them for $17,500,000 and they have en
gaged a distinguished Munich lawyer
to devote his time to a search for the

WANTED To rent good piano in family of two, no children. Address 710 money.
Main avenue.

WANTED Reliable person to occu- DOG'S EYE GRAFTED ON MAN'S
py my property (old Hoban place)
American Oculist Restores Lost Sight
on the Boulevard, rent free,' for one
by Performing Wonderful Op
month. See Cutler Bros., 614 Lineration. '
coln avenue, or address H. A. HarThat a person totally blind from
vey, City.
ophthalmia, even from birth, can be
WANTED TO RENT A furnished made to see by having a portion of a
grafted on his own was the
house, or four furnished rooms, for dog's eyecommunication
made by Docstartling
housekeeping, must be modern and tor Borsch, an American oculist at
reasonable; by permanent, reliable present in Paris, in a paper read berenter; not health aeekors. Ad- fore the meeting of the French Oph
dress L. M. K, care Optic.
thalmia society a few days ago.
Doctor Borsch explained that as a
WANTED Pay or board at start, result of blindness from ophthalmia,
learn trade, automobiles, electricity, as also from some other causes, the
cornea, which Is the transparent memplumbing1, bricklaying
by actual brane in front of the eye, becomes
work on Jobs. Only few months reopaque and In such a case the only
quired and no apprentice drudgery; chance of restoring sight Is to replace
200 students last year. Catalogue the defective cornea by a healthy one.
To perform this feat, Dr. Borsch
free. United Trade School, Los
first operates on a dog and lays back
Angeles, California,
from its eye the conjunctfvea or skin
of the eyeball surrounding the cornea.
He removes a portion of the latter
and places It aside In blood serum.
He then performs the same operation
"CO
FOR SALE
hed of Bueep.'
on the patient's eye, relnov'ng part of
Gallegos.
the front of the eye of the same size
as the cornea, taken from the animal.
The dog's cornea is now placed In
FOR SALE Gentle horse, buggy and
harness. Inquire 710 Grand avenue. position on the human eye and secured with stitches of the finest possible silk, the surrounding skin, which
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de- had
been laid back, being brought into
scriptions. Notary seals and rec- place over the edge of the cornea and
ords at The Optio office.
also sewn.
The new graft unites with the eye
FOR
SALE Improved ranch, 160 In a few days, aided by a temporary
cover to keep It in shape and
. acres unden Camfield
reservoir, also glass
serum to stimulate vital10 acres under Irrigation, both close Injections of
ity.
in. Write or phone T. T. Turner.
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Bones Stronger Than Solid Oak.
The wonderful power of our struc-

For Rent

'

Instead.

0,

HATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
T18EMENT8
Five cents par lins MCh Insertion.
to a
Estlmatt six ordinary word
(lae No ad to occupy less apaca than
two llnaa. All advertisements charged wl.l ba booked at apaca actually
et, without ragard to number of
werdt. Caah In advance preferred.
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Number of 8afe Foods to Serve the
8lck Little One While
Traveling.
Sometimes in traveling, or when
living In hotels for any length of
time, it is well to know of a few
dainties which one can make oneself
and give to an ill child, or to a baby
whose stomach is a trjile upset. For
instance, albumin water is often ordered for infants with acute stomach
trouble. A mother can give it wlt,h
perfect safety to nourish an 111 baby
until the doctor is reached. Albumin
water Is nothing more than the white
of an egg dissolved in a pint of cold
water, that has been previously boiled.
Sometimes a baby can keep nothing
else on his stomach for days but this
light yet apparently sustaining drink.
Barley jelly is aleo excellent. To a
tablespoonful of barley flour, which
has been dissolved in cold water, add
a pint of boiling water. Boil .this with
a pinch of salt for 20 minutes in a
double boiler, strain, flavor and serve
very cold.
'
Dead Mouse Routs Women.
Six women with chairs and camp
stools yesterday kept a gang of tele
phone men from planting poles in
Etna street, between Richmond street
and Euclid avenue, in the East New
York district of Brooklyn.
When the gang first appeared Mrs.
Joseph Rosserty went out of her
home at No. 191 Etna street and
planted her chair squarely over the
hole that had been dug for a pole.
The out marched Mrs. John Schneider, Mrs.. William Parker, Mrs. H. A.
Miller, Mrs. Ida Benson and Mrs.
Catherine V. Riker, all of Etna street,
and guarded the other excavations.
They were deaf to persuasion, but
at last one of the men got a dead
mouse, tied it to a string and climbed
a tree. Then he let down the mouse
on a woman's neck. She shrieked and
all the women fl,ed.
After which the gang planted a pole
but only one, for in a few minutes
the matrons got back their nerve and
returned. New York World.

Ancient Rain Guage.

ture has been tested scientifically to
The credit of inventing the rain
show how that hollow bone bears guage has always been given to
new modern five room strain. A very small bone, only one
a contemporary of Galileo, who

Inquire 902 Third St. square millimetre (.0155 square inch)
In diameter, will hold 33 pounds in
FOR RENT Cheap, rooma for stu suspension without breaking, while a
dents. See Cutler Bros., 614 Lin piece of the best oak of the same
thickness will hold up only 22 pounds.
coln avenue.
The bone Is, therefore, half again as
strong as the solid oak, thus showing
FOR RENT Front room, hot water, that nature is economical
In the
modern conveniences, first class weight given to bones, making them
hollow, and at the same time makes
location, 1034 Eighth street.
them stronger than if they were solid
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms and much heavier. The principle has
in mechanics, engifor light housekeeping, electric been recognized
neers using hollow steel tubes inlights, hot water. 923 Gallinas.
stead of solid to meet great strain.

Lost
LOST Gold buckle with blue enamel,
between the opera house and West
side. Return to La Voz del Pueblo
and receive reward.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Still retains its high place as the best
household remedy for all coughs and
colds, either for children or grown
persons. Prevents serious results from
a. cold. Take only the genuine Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound, and refuse
substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
Foley Kidney Pills
Will reach your individual case if you
ns.ve any form of kidney and bladder
trouble or urinary Irregularities. Try
them. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.
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Indifferent Swimmer Keeps Afloat In
Ocean by Pure
Llfe-Savl-

Instinct

The man In the club bad been talk-n- g
politics with a school inspector,
antil the gentleman declined to dis-:uthe subject any more.
"We'll talk about the youngsters
:hemselves, for a change," he said.
'Do you know that both in France and
Belgium reading, writing and arithmetic are being omitted from the
taught In infant school? The
:hildren are simply taught to be hapAnd when they bring
py instead!
;helr dinners to school, the food has,
under the official regulations, to be
put into a basket, which must be labeled at the school, and put on a special shelf in a clean, airy place. Fancy
such regulations here! Any old newspaper and any cupboard is good
enough for our children.
"In Germany, toys are provided for
play time, and all little children are
impelled to bring a clean pocket handkerchief to school, and they must have
a bath once a week.
"In Finland, the tiniest children are
taught to .wash dolls, dust, sweep, look
after flowers, and so on; and In some
Japanese schools a resting room with
a bed Is provided, so that over tired
children may have a nap!" Answers,
London.

Observa-

tory, Dr. V. Wada, has shown that It
is due to-- a Corean king. The latter,
King Sejo, tn the year 1442 caused an
Instrument of bronze to be constructed to measure the rain, and it is set
out In the historical records of Corea
that this was a vase fifteen inches
deep and seven inches In diameter,
placed upon a pillar. An example of
this was placed In the observatory,
and each time the rain fell the officials were instructed to measure the
height and to make It known to the
king. Other instruments were distributed to the provinces and canHis Garter Upside Down.
tons and the results of the observaThe late duke of Devonshire, who tions made were sent to court'
was very careful in everything, once
entertained King Edward VII. at a
ball at Devonshire bouse, which was
Dark 8moke No Fun.
the talk of London. As his majesty
Funny thing about smoking! If a
went away, he complimented the duke man were compelled to puff a
good cion the magnificent manner in which gar with his eyes shut the
operation
everything had been done and the way would lose Its zest. A man who had
in which the evening had paased off. undergone a slight operation upon one
He said he could not suggest any of his eyes had to stay in a darkened
change for the better, save In one lit room for a week with his optics bantle thing, which he hoped his grace daged. After a few days his doctor
would not mind his mentioning. "What told him he could take a gentle smoke
Is It sir?" inquired the duke with If he liked. He jumped at the chance
much anxiety. "Pray tell me."
and to his amazement found it afford"You have got your garter on upside ed him not the slightest
pleasure. To
down," replied the king.
be sure, men often smoke in the dark,
but there's always the rosy glow of
the lighted end to be seen and the
Sarcastic Diner.
faint outline of the cloud of smoke in
"Did you Ilka your dinner?" asked the air. There's no more fun in a
the waiter.
sightless smoke than a saltless egg or
"Like It?" echoed the guest "Why, a kiss upon your own hand. What's
me feel like a boy again."
the psychology of It?
"Thank you, sir," smiled the waiter.
"We aim to please In every detail,
sir, and If you"
Smart Youth.
"Yes, like a boy," continued the en
"Tommy, what did you do with that
thusiastic guest as If he had not no- penny I gave you for taking your medticed the Interruption. "Spring lamb icine V
we had. I ate It And If that was
"I bought a bun with one halfpenny,
spring lamb I am still a boy. You ma, and I gave Jimmy the other half
have cut many years from my. life."
to drink the medicine for me."
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A French fisherman, a most Indifferent swimmer, was knocked overboard
In a storm twenty miles from the
French coast going Into the briny

Hay Fever and

temer

Colds

THE LOBBY

MUST BE RELIEVED QUICKLY
AND WE RECOMMEND

Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound

CAFE

RESTAURANT AND

8H0RT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

BEST GOODS

soheit

For quick and definite results.

For MEASLES' COUGH, for the COUGH
with all his clothing on, including oil- that follows SCARLET FEVER, for
skins and heavy rubber boots. Almost CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH, for CHAPMAN
ASTHMATIC CONDITIONS, or a cough
twenty-fou- r
hourtf afterward two men of
whatever origin, including CHRONIC
the
working a small boat along
COUGHS of ELDERLY PEOPLE, use
French coast picking up eel pots near Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound
the mouth of a creek, saw what apO. G. SCHAEFER
a
of
nude
to
be
the
body
peared
Red
Cross Drug Co.
them
toward
by
drowned man

AND

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

BUSK directory

always welcome to tae
Regular
wigwam. W. O. Wood, sachem j
munication first and
David Flint chief of records aaf
third Thursday In each
collector of wampum.
month. Vial ting broth-er- a
borne
cordlillv invited. B. P. O. ELK8 Meets second aa4
the incoming tide. They secured the
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chaa. H.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
body with a rope and towed It ashore. Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that Sporledar, Secretary.
deamazement
to
their
they
month a O. R. C halL Visltlmj
There,
Contain
tected signs of animation and, falling as mercury will Mercury
B
rotters are cordially Invited. Q.
the LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
to work Lite the sensible men they stnse of smell and surely destroy
derange
completely
H.
Hunker. Exalted Ruler; D- - W.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg-were, soon restored the man to con the whole system when entering it
nlLr oonclT second Tues-1""- "
sciousness. It was the fisherman who throueh th
Condon, Secretary
I articles
had gone overboard in the storm.
should never be used except
day In each month at Maon
The overboard fisherman, twenty
prescriptions from reputable physi- sonic Temple at 7:20 p. m. C.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesmiles from land, knew he could not cians, as the damage they will do Is
Re8.
Chaa.
C.;
Tamme,
day evenings each month, at Fraswim far, but he also knew the human ten fold to the good you can possibly corder.
Hall's Catarrh
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
body is lighter than water, especially derive from them.
manufactured by F. J. Cheney
salt water, and will float Indefinitely Cure,
Brothers
& Co., Toledo, O., contains no men
cordially invited to attend.
unless water is taken Into the lungs
LAS
VEGAS
CHAPTER NO. 3,
B. F. McUulre, President; E. O
and stomach. This fisherman man- cury, and is taken internally, acting
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
directly upon the blood and mucous
Ward, Secretary.
aged to get off oilskins, rubber boots surfaces of the
convocation first Monday
In buying
system.
of
and at last every stitch
clothing. Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you
Mar
each
in
at
month
get
Thus freed, he floated and, the storm the genuine. It is taken
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
internally
sonlo Temsle, at 7:30 p.
abating to a steady breeze shoreward, and made In Toledo, Ohio, by F. J.
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
m. J. A, Rutledge,
his slight swimming spurts were as- Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
Thursday In O. R. C. haii, Pioneer
Hebb
Chaa.
the
sisted in partly overcoming
Sold by Druggists. Price, 75c per
Sporleder,
building.
two
Visiting members are corbottle.
tide and he had the full benefit of
secretary.
Take Hall's Family Pi!ls for Constidially Invited. W. R Tipton, Q. K--;
flood tides carrying him toward shore.
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
The man said he must have lost con- pation.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
sciousness several hours before being
S. Meets first
picked up, but kept afloat by pure life A Great
and third Fri- I. O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Advantage to Worklngme'n
saving instinct
1. Meets every Monday
J. A. Maple, 125 8. 7th S., Steuben-ville- ,
days in Masonic Temple. Mrs.
evening at
their hail on Sixth street-- All visitO, says: "For years I suffered Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron;
weak kidneys and a severe blading brethren cordially invited to a
SUBWAY SIR WALTER RALEIGH from
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
der trouble. I learned of Foley Kidtend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A.
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
ney Pills and their wonderful cures so
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwooo,
Young Man- - Discovers Way to Con- I began taking them and sure enough
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
I had as good results as any I heard
Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
quer Raging Torrent In Station
Entrance.
about. M backache left me and to
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
one of my business, expressman, that EL
NO
LODGE
DORADO
1,
When the train pulled in the other alone is a great advantage. My kidKNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
neys acted free and normal, and that
night at One Hundred and
Aieet in ILe forest of brotherly
every Monday evestreet and Broadway, the pas- saved me a lot of misery. It is now
a
to
work
love
It
where
at the Fraternal Brotherhood
to
pleasure
who
used
station
sengers
alighted at the
ning In Castle hall.
on
thought for a moment they had been be a misery. Foley Kidney Pills have
hall,
the second and fourth FriVisiting Knights are
put off at Niagara instead, says the cured me and have my highest
of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay,
day
Invited.
cordially
."Cjw York Times.
The subway en- praise." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. VisitChaa. E. Ldebech-nietrance there is at the foot of a goodJy CI0S3 Drug Co.
ing
hill. The sewers couldn't carry off the
Chancellor and neighbors are especially welcome
thunderstorm fast enough, and down
cordially invited.
Commander.
Harry
Common Colds Must be Taken
the grade the water of what seemed
of
Martin,
Keeper
Seriously
like 40 cloudbursts was pouring. Into For unless cured
Records and Seal.
sap the vitality
the subway entrance it rippled and and lower the vitalthey
resistance to more
foamed and down the stairs in a beau- serious infection. Protect your chiltiful series of cascades.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
dren and yourself by the prompt use BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
The residents of Washington Heights of Foley's Honey and Tar
UNION
AMERICA
OF
Meets
first
DENTIST
Compound
who were more anxious to get home and not Its
quick and decisive results.
and third Wednesdays of each Suite 4, Crockett Building. Has phones
than to gaze upon the damp loveliness For coughs, colds, croup, whooping
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
of waterfalls began to think of ways cough, bronchitis and affections of the
at office and residence.
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W. A.
and means of egress. Suddenly a man throat, chest and lungs it is an"' ever
in brown silk socks and glossy tan ready and valuable remedy. O. G.
Glvens, Secretary. Visiting memATTOltKEYS
shoes whisked off these articles of ap- Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
bers cordially invited.
parel, rolled up his trousers, stuffed
his footgear in his pockets, seized the
H- - Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO. Geo.
girl he was escorting, and made his
and Assimilation
HUNKLH A HUNKER
at
Digestion
102
Meets
Monday
every
night
way with her in. his arms through the
It Is not the quantity of food taken
their hall In the Schmidt building,
Attorneys at Law
raging torrent and up the stairs to a but the amount digested and assimilwest of Fountain Square, at eight Las Vegas
Naw Mexico
waiting taxi. It happened in a minute, ated that gives strength and vitality
but soon various men on the platform to the system. Chamberlain's Stomach
o'clock. Visiting members are corand Liver Tablets invigorate the stomwere doing the same thing.
dially welcome. E. E. Gehrlng, presiMASS AGIO
"Well," grunted the old, fat ticket ach and liver and enable them to perdent; Mm. Emma D. Burks, Secrechopper, "I've been at this same old form their functions naturally. For
C.
Treasurer.
Paily,
tary;
stand ever since the station was sale by all druggists.
MRS. OLL1E SHEARER
opened, but this Is the first time I've
Masseuse and Midwife
had a whole comlo opera acted out
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545, Residence Phone
....Main 30a
with me In the best seat in the audiBefore You Reach the Limit
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first TuesMassage Parlor Phone
Vegas 75
ence. The subway ain't such a dopy of physical endurance and while
'your
In Las VegaB Thursdays, Fridays
day of the month In the vestry
condition Is still curable, take Foley
dump, after all."
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8 and Saturdays.
Kidney Pills. Their quick action and
o'clock
p. m. Visiting brothers are
results
will
positive
delight you. For
Sleep and Happiness.
Isaac Appel,
backache, nervousness, rheumatism,
cordially invited.
Dr. Henry Smith Williams, who and all kidney, bladder and
Charles Greenclay, Securinary
Foley's Kidney Remedy (Liquid)
President;
wrote "The Science of Happiness' la troubles. O. G. Schaefer and Red
is a great medicine of proven value
retary.
an advocate of early rising. He made Cross Drug Co.
for both acute and chronic kidney
It almost a gospel in his book, and
and bladder ailments. It Is especialalthough he requires only about six
As usually treated, a sprained an- RED MEN Meet In Fraternal Broth- ly recommended to elderly people for
hours' sleep himself he practices what kle will disable a man for three or
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth Its wonderful tonic, and reconstructive
he preaches and rises early. While four weeks, but by applying Chamberrelief
qualities, and the permanent
Thursday of each month, eighth and comfort it gives
writing "The Science of Happiness" lain's Liniment freely as soon as the
O. G.
them.
thirtieth
he cut this period an hour or even injury is received, and observing the
breath. Visiting Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
run,
two hours shorter for weeks at a directions with each bottle, a cure can
stretch, not burning midnight oil, but be effected In from two to four days.
,
retiring at a comparatively early houi For sale by all druggists.
and rising correspondingly early. As
an example, Dr. Williams cites the
For bowel complaints In children
elder Pliny. "It appears that in sum- always give Chamberlain's Colic, Cholmer he always began his studies as era and Diarrhoea Remedy and castor
soon as it was night; in winter gener- oil. It Is certain to effect a cure and
ally at one in the morning, but nevei when reduced with water and sweetenlater than two and often at midnight ed is pleasant to take. No physician
No man ever spent less time in bed; can pVescribe a better remedy. For
insomuch that he would sometimes, sale by all druggists.
without retiring from his books, take
a short sleep and then pursue hi
Diarrhoea Is always more or less
studies."
prevalent during September. Be prePHONE MAIN 227
pared for it Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is
the
Try
Eucalypti Pipe.
prompt and effectual. It can always
In South Africa, where many spe- be
upon and is pleasant to
cies of Australian eucalypti have been take.depended
For sale by all druggists.
successfully naturalized, a curious use
has been made of the cones of the
red gum tree. These are of fair size
and when the seeds have been shaken
out resemble a cup In shape. It oo
curred to some Ingenious person thai
R.OUND
the cones would make very good pip
bowls. A hole was bored in the bas
SUMMER
EXCURSIONS
of the cone and a piece of Blende!
bamboo selected. When the two por.
tlons were Joined together a very
serviceable and novel pipe was th
Pueblo, $n. oo
result. An experienced smoker deCOLORADO
POINTS
Colorado
the
to
be very
clares
eucalyptus pipe
Springs, $13.70
agreeable in use, as the natural fra$16.60
Denver,
grance of the cone Imparts a delicate
fragrance to the flavor of the tobacco.
From the Scientific American. '
LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
A. M.
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Explaining It.
A man was recently fined for

First class work
and best of ' materials is my
motto. Estimates cheerful'

as-

saulting a policeman, and considering
himself badly treated, made abusive
remarks about the court as be was
leaving the dock. An officer was sent
to bring him back, and he was again
fined, this time for contempt of court
"My friend," said the magistrate,
"if you bad been more chaste and refined In your language you would not
have been chased and
The
Pathfinder.

ly given.

H. T. Davis
...

TRIP

aj7

St. Louis, Mo., $40.30
St. Paul, Hinn., $46.30
Chicago, III., $46.30
Tickets on sale dally June 1 to September 30, 1911,'
are first class and good for stop-ove- rs
in either direction,
final limit October 31, 1911

fi

Phone Main 357.

D. L. BATCHELOR,

Agent.
j

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, MONDAY,
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11,

territorial engineer by the territorial
The board met as per adjournment
roads commission, end
at 10 o'clock ft. m.
Chairman Roman Galle- Present:
CALENDAR OF SPORTS
Vheeraa, the said Territorial engi
4neer has shown to this board that it sos, and County Commissioners John
.(Continued from Saturday)
FOR THE WEEK 4
la necessary for the purpose of said S. Clark and Benigno Martinez, the
Prjinct No. "35, Octavlano Salas, road to acquire certain lands as a clerk and Interpreter. ,
member board of registration, $3.00.
The bond of A. A. Tapla as Justice
r.'ght of way, the said lands being the
Monday.
Precinct No. 35, Prudenclo Gonzales property of Richard Davidson, and of the peace In and for precinct No.
running horse
Opening of
member board of registration, $3.00.
and
his
and
be i is approved
ordered filed.
Davidson,
wife,
on the new track at Alan,
meeting
Precinct No. 36, Esequiel Sanchez, ing fully- described as follows,
In the matter of the appointment
Idaho.
member board of registration $3.00.
of justice of the peace and constable
Opening of Ohio State championship
Precinct N,p. 36, Jose Vigil, membe It resolved, that for precinct No. 41.
WARDEN
Therefore,
BELIEVES GAMES OF tennis tournament at Cleveland.
ber board of registration, $3.00.
John S. Clark, a member of this board,
Comes now Zenoblo Archuleta, con ' CHANCE DEVELOP MORALS,
Opening of New Jersey state chamPrecinct No. 36, Manuel D. Monto be and he hereby is appointed a stable and submits to the board his
OF CRIMINALS
pionship tennis tournament at Morris- a, member board of registration, committee from this board to nego- resignation as such. The board act
town.
$3.00.
tiate for the purchase at a fair and ing under the recommendation of the
Opening of horse shows at Syra
The roulette wheel is spinning and
Precinct No. 37, Jesus Ma. Quin- reasonable price of the said described petition of the precinct central com
cuse, N. x., ana Knoxvwe, renn.
tana, member board of registration, land for the county of San Miguel.
mittee and. others does hereby ap the faro dealer is slipping the cards
championship
Opening of
$3.00.
7th
of
this
day
February point Merced Maestas, constable and from the little box In the state peni tennis tournament at Louisville.
Approved
at
Carson
City, the capital of
Precinct No. 37, Jose Torres, mem A. D. 1911, and adopted by unanimous Juan B. Gonzales justice of the' peace tentiary
Opening of national amateur golf
ber board of registration, $3.00,
vote of the members of the board.
In and for said precinct, and afore- Nevada. The prisoners are gambling championships at the ApawamU
Precinct No. 37, Vivian Quintana,
In the matter of building bridges said new appointed officers to qualify to their hearts content, with the ap- club.
proval and at the suggestion of Warmember board of registration, $3.00, over the Rio Pecos at San Jose, over according to law.
Jack Dillon vs. Jack Herrick, 10
Precinct No. 38, Patricio Montano, the Arroyo Pecos, near Las Vegas on Iii the matter of the appointment den Baker.
rounds, Indianapolis.
Nevada, after the most bitter poli
member board of registration, $3.00. the Los Alamos road at Hot Springs t,f the justice of the peace and con
Tuesday.
Precinct No. 38, Luis S. Montano, where the boulevard crosses the Rio stable for precinct No. 44. The board tical fight in her history, abolished
Opening of annual bench show of
Its forms from the Ottawa kennel club, Ottawa, Ont
member board of registration, $3.00 Gallinas.
acting from the opinion of the district gambling in all
not
so
state
ago. Yet the con
of
No.
long
Precinct
Lucero
Whereas at the regular session of pttorney does (hereby declare the
38, Julian
Opening of annual bench show of
member board of registration, $3.00 this board, February
1911, there fices of Justice of the peace and con victs in the penitnetlary are privil- Kentucky State Fair Collie club,
Precinct No. 39, Juan M. Castillo, were filed before the board petitions Ftbale vacant, complaint having been eged io gamble with the very devices
Race meet of the Michigan State
the automobile association
member board of registration, $3.00, signed in each instance by more than filed to thii board that no election possession of which outside
at Grand
No. 39, Eclpio Salas, 500 legal tax payers and property was held in said precinct for tie of state's prison means imprisonment.
Precinct
Rapids.
e
Warden Baker holds that betting
member board of registration, $3.00, owners in the county of San Miguel, fice of justice of the peace and
Opening of horse show at the WisPrecinct No. 39, At'ilano Baca territory of Xew Mexico, praying that
as stated in the petition filed on the turn of a card, on whether the consin State fair, Milwaukee.
member board of registration, $3.00 bridges be 'built in accordance with by petitioners with the board. The little Ivory ball will fall in a red or
Corinthian football team of EngPrecinct No. 40; Basilio Griego, the provisions: of the law permitting board having declared said offlces black, an odd or even number, is the land scheduled to play at Cleveland,
member board of registration, $3.00.
the same over the Rio Pecos, at varant does now make the following best form of diversion for convicts. Ohio.
Matt Brock vs. "Kid" Julian, 10
No.
Precinct
40, Antonio A. Marquez San Jose, over the Arroyo Pecos at a appointments and .appoint and co n- - Gambling diverts their minds, ends
member board of registration, $3.00, point near which the present road misslon Juan P. Chavez for Justice their worries, obliterates for the time rounds, at Cleveland, O.
Close of the season of the Mountain
Precinct No. 40, Gregorlo Sandoval, from East Las Vegas to Los Alamos of the neace and Hilario Montano, being, anyhow their brooding memo
State baseball league.
member board of registration. $3.00 crosses the said Arroyo Pecos, and at constable for said offlces to qualify. ries.
In many ways Warden Baker Is the
Wednesday.
Precinct No. 41, Juan G. Gonzales a point on the Hot Springs boule-vaIn the matter of the appointment
best
Northwestern Pennsylvania chamMi
prison official Nevada, has ever
member board of registration, $3.00,
where the said Hot Springs of a health officer In and for San
had; he has made .adical changes In pionship tennis tournament opens at
Precinct No. 41, Antonio Coca, boulevard crosses the Rio Gallinas, guel county.
member board of registration, $3.00, and whereas the county commissionPor cuanto ha sido Hamad a la dealing with convicts; he gives them Scranton.
Thursday.
Precinct No. 41, Raymundo Martin- ers of the said county have inspectej r.iencion de los comislonados de con- - as much freedom of action as is pos
Opening of the autumn race meetboard of registration, the proposed locations and find that dii'o, que existe la viruela en varioa sible within four walls; he places
ez, member
$3.00.
all the said locations are within the livuares del territorio y tambien den- - them on their honor, yet he demands ing at Lexington, Ky.
Opening of international motor boat
Precinct No. 42, Jose Ignacio Mon limits of the county of San Miguel tio de los limites del condado de the strictest obedience to his rules.
over
world
at Buffalo, N. Y.
all
the
nefrom
regatta
Penologists
toya, member board of registration, and territory of New Mexico, and San Miguel; viendo la urgencla y
his
methods
have
examined
who
have
Digger
Stanley vs. Ike Bradley, 20
vuelva
se
no
$3.00.
whereas this board finds that the said cesidad de vigilar para
'
at
Is
that
Yet
r
it
rounds,
Liverpool, for bantamthem.
nom-braprobable
praised
Precinct No. 42, Gumecindo Ortiz
three petitions are all In accordance una epidemia, la necesidad de
in- weight championship of England.
an
will
order
authorities
state
the
dicho
member
board
of
Ortiz,
registration, with law, and that the cost of build
un oficial de sanldad para
Friday.
vestigation of the gambling in his
$3.00.
ing the said bridges is not in excess condado es imperatlva.
Ad Wolgast vs. Packy McFarland,
model
prison.
Precinct No. 42, Juan Ortega,' mem of the amount that will be realized
Resuelvase, por el poder conferldo
The convicts play, with prison 10 rounds, at Milwaukee, for lightber board of registration, $3.00
by the tax levy for the purpose of a nosctros por ley, Capitulo No. 99,
s
nombra-momoney, which is current only in the weight championship.
Precinct No. 43, Serapio Baros, building bridges for the year of 191.1, seccion No. 4 leyes de 1909,
Jim Flynn vs. Carl Morris, 10
el
prison: on its face it Is equivalent
member board of registration, $3.00, In the said county of San Miguel,
sanldad
para
como oficial de
at Madison Square Garden,
Is
at
redeemable
rounds,
to
it
real money;
Precinct No. 43, Cecilio Lujan, therefore be it.
condado al Doctor M. F. Des Marals
New York.
of
order
the
the
possessing
prisoner
member board of registration, $3.00.
Resolved, that the said petitions con un salarlo de setenta y cinco pe
Automobile track meet at the Appa
it and ia used In checking against the
mensua
Precinct No. 43, Juan Quintana, be severally approved and that ad sos mensuala(s, pagablejs
lachian
rules
Exposition, Knoxville.
house
The
books.
Institution's
member board of registration, $3.00. vertlsements calling for bids for th mente,
Senior championships of the Metroinstitution
this
gambling
governing
tendra
Precinct No. 44, Andres A. Chavez, building of the said three bridges
que
El oficial de sanidad
windows and steel doors politan association A. A. U., at Celtic
member board of registration, $3.00, with plana and specifications attac
vacuriar a todas personas residences with barred
Park, N. Y.
Precinct No. 44, Estevan Montano, ed be published for four consecutive del (ondado, que no esten vacunadas forbids anyone to play himself
Outdoor championships of the mid
cannot
lose
or
he
anyhow
dultos. por lo
member board of registration, $3.00, weeks In El Independiemte, in Span
Atlantic association A. A. U. at
dle
a small amount
Precinct No. 44, Casimiro L. Lucero ish and in the Las Vegas Daily Optic cual los comisionados de condado le win much, for only
Philadelphia.
each
allowed
gamis
of
prison money
member board of registration, $3.00. In English, once a week on the game pagaran al dicho oficial de sanldad
Automobile track meet at the New
cannot play on
Precinct No. 45, Enoarnacion Val-de- day of the week for four consecutive la snma de velnte y cinco centavos bler each day, and he
York state fair, Syracuse.
credit.
eo
member board of registration, weeks, both of said papers being pub- por eada person a lndlgente qu
Corinthian football team of Enl- Faro and jcMilett are the favorite
"
lished in the county of San Miguel, vacunada. Excepto aquellaa perso games, but. ' chuckaluck, Klondike land scheduled to play at New York
?3.oo.
Close of the season of the Southern
Precinct No. 46, Victor Tjucero, New Mexico, the first named paper nas nue no son indigentes al ser va
have their devopoker and fan-ta- n
member board of registration, $3.00. being a Spanish, and the last named cunadas tendran que pagar por la tees, and men who once moved in baseball league.
Precinct No. 46, Isldro Sandoval, an English publication and that all misma al oficial de sanidad de su the higher walks of lite enjoy their
OREGAN FAIR OPENS AT 8iLEM.
member board of registration, $3.00, steps proper to be taken for the build bolsa.
Craps is forbidden
- rubber of whist.
TJn informe por escrito sera rendiSalem, Ore., Sept. 11. The marvel
to
Precinct No. 46, Juan Jose Lucero ing of said bridges be hereafter takleads
that
quar
as
a
game
vulgar
oncmi
alcno
el
ous
is'
further
al
$3.00.
por
do
products of the Oregon farm and
it
cuerpo
board
and
this
of
board
registration,
en, by
member
rels.
los
nombres,
are displayed In dazzling)
dando
orchard
mes,
re
cadi
be
bidder
sanidad
T.Rn1ved. that each
Precinct No. 47, Torlbio Martinez,
But every game that's played Is
cada
at the Oregon State fair,
persona
de
residencia
profusion
dad
construction
$3.00,
y
bid
the
to
When
level.
above-boarupon
member" board of registration,
quired
and on the
con
del
costa
which
a
today tinder most aus
vacunada
opened
not
up digente
No. 47. David Sandoval, of the three said bridges and
the gamblers, convicted of murder,
pinM
conditions. Every department
picious
and
dado.
$3.00
or
three
or
bridges
two
'member board of registration,
on one
grand
highway robbery, burglary,
of the exhibition is well filledo. The
to spe
The above and foregoing resolution
or
pocketpieking when
Precinct No. 47, Santiago Martinez, that the said advertisements
larceny
passspeed program was Inaugurated this
and
unanimously
was
a
to
approved
$3.00,
crooks of' every sort sit down
cify.
member board of registration,
afternoon and will continue until the
the
following
and
Arinntod tills March 7th. 1911, M ed by the board,
Kn. 48. Juan P. Garcia,
game they know they must play a fair closes Saturday.
was n
agreement
ormtract.
and
conn
of
board
board of registration, $5.00, ecular session of the
gentleman's game. They respect the
or
tDri into bv and between me
warden and they respect the privil
d iot un as. Hilario Gonzales, tv commissioners of the county
of
toard jof County Commissioners the eges he grants them; they would os
member board of registration, $5.00. - San Miguel.
do
board
memthe
the county of San Miguel, by
ordered
that
tracise the mean theif who would try
It Is now
Precinct No.' 48, Cruz Lucero,
party or the nrsi to cheat at cards.
thereof,
chairman
$5.00,
now
adjourn.
board of registration,
and
ROMAN GALLEGOS,
part duly authorized thereto,
Tr.inr.t No. 49. Salomon irujiuo,
party
Marais,
Dee
F.
Chairman.
Doctor Miguel
Attest
nmhf,r board of registration;
Clerk.
of the second part,
DELGADO,
M. Mares,
LORENZO
Antonio
49,
No.
Precinct
That the said party
Witnesseth:
N. W.. March 6, 1911
member board of registration,
a of the second part in his capacity as
session
met
in
LETTER LIST
board
regular
ADVERTISED
49.
Etiseblo
vareia,
The
tt
tjo
or county health
a. m.
physician
county
10
oclock
of
board
registration,
member
Chairman Roman Guiie- - cflicer, duly appointed thereto, by
Present:
Prfnct ..No. 50, M. F. Jimenez,
or
Commissioners Tohn moner resolution of the board
member board of registration, $3.00. goa and County
Letters remaining uncalled for the
f.ne
. shall, for
the i uaui--f,r rammlodrmCTs.
"..
Prwlnct No. 50, Anares ixuum... a Clark and Benigno Martinez,
9, 1911:
of time from the eighth day week ending September
C. A. Burton,
member board of registration, $3.00. clerk and Interpreter.
F.
J.
Mrs.
Andrew,
of Feb- of March. A. D. 1911, to the 3rd aay
The minutes of the session
o t,v Mo. 50. Fiavia uaca,
Arthur Brown, Mrs. Sarah Bar- I Was Cured
.
in
i
j
by Lydia E. Pink- of April, 1911, engage in the work of (2);
reaa
were
$3.00
aim
ainwuvcu
ruray
board of registration,
bour, Jesus Maria Chacon, Emma
measures
against
taking preventative
ham's Vegetable Compound
Pmclnct No. 51, Benigno uarcia, open session.
Master Ancil Green, Mrs. Anna
of several mat the snread of small pox In the said
$3.00.
board
disposed
The
Wanrika. Okla. "I had female trou.
of
registration,
Miss
board
Heathman
(2),
'
member
I.
P
3
hat na
far as nosslble, he Heathman, Vaden
,
T bles for seven years, was all run down,
51.
Aragon ters that were arguea ueiuie n
Jesus
Geo.
Mrs.
No.
and
Mr.
Herrera,
pinct.
ana so nervous i
shall vaccinate all persons residents Mary
Mr. W. C,
member board of registration,' $3.00. U,oilrd
could not do any
ueen vv - Lambert, Miss Maxia Luna,
not
recess
who
have
a
county
the
0f
take
now
does
EU
Tne board
No. 51. Antonio
thing. The doctors
Miller, Jr., (4), C. H. R. Nelo,
treated me for dif
cinated, within a period sufficien'-li.uu. nntij 2 p. m.
Pete
Serrano,
Mrs.
C.
Red.
Sandoval,
Yr,r,hpr board of registration,
a
ferent things but
recent to make the vaccination
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Cleofes
Smith
D.
52,
No.
Mrs.
Florence
rwinct
did me no srood. I
AFTERNOON SESSION
small nox. whether Floyd Scott,
nsrainst
.rmaH
o
$3.00.
"
E,
Rlfcrj'".
w.
Walker.r George
got so bad that I
member board of registration,
toi, Tniiv
UUVU
could 1not
The board met as per reoess, pres- minors or adults, except, nuwor., Wolfe. auaii
pleop day
Pror.ir.rt. No. 52. Vicente Valencia
who are enumerated in
or nigut.1. HMnuu 4..
in
Roman
Commissioners
those
persons
$3.00,
RoCounty
ent,
held for nostage: Aunt
T,Attr
member board of registration,
condition
I read
this
school census of the county.
S. Clark
the
Benigno
John
link-ham- 's
Gallegos,
Bowles,
E.
of
Lydia
wena, Micmgan
vjiut
Precinct No. 52, Anselmo
Martinez, clerk and interpreter.
Vegetable
registration,
troit, Mich.
m,mir board of
and
resignation
Compound,
calllne for the above letters
v KS. Dolores Medina, In the matter ofof theconstable
and
t
use
beean
its
for
coloied
and appointment
Jim Johnson, the other
ask for "advertised letters."
wrote to Mrs. Pinkham for advice. In
please
member board of registration, $5.00
No. 8, Comes now Victor Jar American heavyweight in hngiand,
a short time I had gained my average
F..O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
Precinct No. 53, Antonio D. Torres, precinct
submits his resignation i,ixaa .hoiionirpd
weight and am now strong and well.
o - .lack Johnson to f:sht
v.na.r.1 of registration, $5.00. amillo and
Mrs. Sallie Stkvens, It. 1 D., Ko.
in and for for the world's title.
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constable
Roi-ba- l,
board
to
the
MEET.
ENGINEERS
STATIONARY
Box 31, Waunka, Ukia.
Precinct No. 53, Jose Ignacio
3,
was
No. 8, the same
acceptCincinnati, O., Sept. 11. Three
member board of registration, precinct
Another Grateful Woman.
ed. And the board acting under
TTimt.incton. Mass. "I was in a ner
thousand delegates and visitors from
$5.00.
and for three
commendation of Meleclo Arch'beque
memall sections of the country are attend vous, run down condition
no help..
iind
Precinct No. 55, C. F. Jester,
could
years
does hereby appoint Jose
Naand
others
wv.
ing the annual convention of the
X owe Illy
pieaenu guuu ucunn
ber board of registration $3.00.
B. Lopez as constable in and for preCom- of Stationary EngiAssociation
E.
Vegetable
l'inkham's
tional
W.
Grimes,
ydia
John
Precinct No. 55,
cinct No. 8 to fill the vacancy caused
and Blood Purifier which 1 beneers, which began its sessions today poundH.'ivffi
mv me.
member board of registration, $3.00. by the resignation of Victor Jaramil- lievB
in Music hall.
wnat neipeu me
Precinct No. 55 Harry Morrison, lo.
"My doctor knows
one word against it."
not
does
and
$3.00.
say
board'
of
registration,
member
The bond of Jose B. Lopez, con
Mrs. Mam Janette Bates, Box
OHIO STATE TENNIS TOURNEY.
In the matter of the right of way stable, precinct No. 8 was approved
134, Huntington, Mass.
a
road:
Because your case ia a difficult one,
.
Cleveland, O., Sept. 11. The best
I
for the Las Vegas-MorJi.il:;.-iNJr- .
.
and ordered filed.
doctors
having done you no good, do
Is
of
Ohio
represented
talent
tennis
H is now ordered that the noard
not continue to suffer without giving
Whereas, this board has appropriatchamin the entry list for the state
Thousand ($2,-00- 0 dt: now adjourn until March 8t.tr, a
Lydia E. Pinkham'B Vegetable Comed the 'sum of Two
which is to be pound a trial. It surely has cured
tournament,
pionship
a.
m.
and
10
o'clock
in
building
aid
00) Dollars, to
cases of female ills, such as inpulled off in Cleveland this week. Five many
ROMAN GALLEGOS,
from the
ulceration, displacements,
flammation,
improving a public road
men's
on
the
events
are
,the card,
Chairman.
fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodic
rnt nt Tjis Vegas to the town of Attest:
singles and doubles, women's singles pains, biekache, that bearing-dow- n
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
proseMora, which work is now being
feeling, and nervous prostration.
doubles and mixed doubles.)
and
1911.
N.
the
March
8,
Las Vegas,
M.,
cuted under the supervision of
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Isn't that draft beer
upera Bar?

h Tokay Grapes
2 lbs. for 25c

Always get the best at
uaroer snop.

limited amount of Clingstone Peaches for

preserving
25 lbs for $1.00
OF IKE DAVIS
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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The W. C. T. XT. wiir meet on
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the
Methodist church on the corner of
Eighth street and National avenue.
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PRAISES NEW STATE In i

fil

F. V. TRYON

RETURNS HOME IMPRESSED WITH NEW MEXICO
CLIMATE AND RESOURCES.

"I know that
boy got that Suit

nt in

Fanned by mountain breezes and
looking the picture of health, F. V.
Tryon, the genial representative of the
Busch interests, has returned from a
That s what many a mo.
two weeks' vacation in the mountains
oi New Mexico, says the Southwestern
I ther Says when She sees a boy
K
ft
?
'
Elk, of Dallas, Texas. The spot, El
Porvenor in the territory of New
dressed in one of our Xtragood
I.
rV
4
M
Mexico, which country is linked with II
Suits.
the romance of the sheep herders who
roamed its valleys and hills and made
rl
W I vc
history, holds a peculiar fascination
iLl;
a repu.
e&iauusnea
fe ud
for Mr. Tryon. This fascination con
tation for CLOTHING THE BOYS
sists of its delightful climate and picNature iLas n- turesque
scenery.
CONGRESS dowed the
CORRECTLY.
country most bounteously.
J. E. Rosenthal lodge or the B'Nai
In the interior of this country the
B'Rith will meet this evening in the
BEGINS ITS SESSION mountains rise in majestic splendor
Our new fall Suits arp in iiict
vestry room of Temple Montefiore anil
to an altitude of 12,500 feet. Crowned H t
VTRAGOOni
all members are
to
be pres
by two mighty mountains
requested
Hermit
in time for you to buy one for
CHIEF EXECUTIVES OF MANY Peak presents the appearance of tha
ent.,
7
crest of some mlght mountain rising
STATES ARE GATHERING IN
your boy for school.
Fpr Sale Improved homestead.
slowly out of the deep. All over the
SPRING LAKE, N. J.
The fabrics and models are entirely new this Season.
farming Implements, 34 head cattle. 4
spot are pretty canyons, down which
horses. Will trade for property in or
little streams wander at random, only
near Las Vegas. Address G.. cam
Spring Lake, N. J., Sept. 11. Gov to be lost in the vast interior.
Fish
ernor Marlon E. Hay of
Optic.
Washington, ing cannot be excelled in that section.
ws athe first of the state executives
El Porvenir ie situated about six
The board of directors of the Y. M. to arrive here1 for the third annual teen miles from Las Vegas and there
conference of governors, beginning to there has been
C. A. will hold a
built for the comfort of itfSEESSSBI
meeting tomorrow morrow.
Others, including twelve the visitors a substantial hotel and
night at which the resignation of Secretary .George Fitzsimmonsx will hn from the West, on a special car from several cottages. The bracing atmos
considered. If the resignation Is ac cmcago, were expected before nieht phere of New Mexico's cilmate parcepted the matter of a successor to rail.
ticularly in the vicinity mentioned, is
Tomorrow morning Governor
Mr. Fitzslmmons will be taken
conductive of good health and good
n
Wilson will formally welcome the cheer. The
Since Mr. Fitzslmmons handed in his
nights are delightfully
cool and blankets are always necesresignation a number of applications governors on behalf of New .Tathave been received and no doubt a Governor Joseph Carey of Wvomfne- sary. Fires in the day time are not
adgood man can be secured to fill the will repjy, and the meeting will be uncommon.
Mr. Tryon states that
gin its scheduled work.
New Mexico 'is coming to the front
vacancy.
as a country cf varied resources. A
winnew civilization has sprung up, and
omythe, engineer for tha
with the onward march of civilizaShafroth Retoorted Dead.
territorial good roads commisfrt
Denver, Sept. 11. A, rumor becamn tion great progress is noted. With
ays he expects soon to hee-iih
statehood the country will go forward
construction of the new highway to current here todav that
Mineral Hill and vicinity. Mr. Rtvi, John F. Shafroth of Colorado, who la by leaps and bounds. Elkdom, he
en route to Spring Lake. N. J . to r. says, is growing in all the towns
returned Saturday nieht from
tend
the annual conference of
where lodges are located. Las Vegas
io lucumcarl. He says he will w
gin soon the building Of tflTfa vnaAa ernors, had died suddenly and for n has a splendid lodge of Elks. Mr.
a time threw the city into a stnta Tryon left his family to
in Quay county. Mr.
spend the re
Smythe will hn or
excitement However, thin wn a ri. mainder of the summer in El
a busy man this winter.
TT
win nied in
advices direct from Rnrinir
maintain his headquarters In Las Ve
Governor
larq.
Shafroth, with eleven
gas.
other governors, left Chicago last
night in a special car over the Pnn. FIRE IS RAGING IN
Ike Davis, the proDrletor nf
sylvania and is due to reach Spritiz
'Store That's Always Rnsv"
Lake at 5:32 this afternoon
i,..
A COLORADO MINE
turned from a trin to New Vnrt
a
other eastern cities, where he
made
arrangements for the sale and manuSTOCKHOLDERS'' MEETING.
GOVERNMENT rescue car or
facture of a device for testing c
The annual meeting of the stock.
dered FROM TRINIDAD TO
The device is selling rapidly and Is a holders of the A. O. V. W. Real Ea.
valuable article for grocers and chefs. tate and Investment Co., for the elec
PILPIN COUNTY
Off
While In New York Mr. Davis formed tion of directors for the ensuing vear.
a company which will manufactnr and the transaction of any other busi
Denver, Sept. 11. The government
and sell the device, and has
Take advantage of this opportunity of replenopened ness which may properly come before mine rescue car was ordered from
an office in New York. The title of the meeting, will be held at the
A. O. Trinidad to Somerset, Gilpin county,
the company is the "Davis Ranld
ishing your cupboard
to fight a fire ragEj? 17.: W. hall on Eighth street, between Colo.,
Tester company," and the address is Lincoln and Douglas avenues, Tues- ing in yesterday
C
the Somerset mine. Reports
room F, 19 Produce Exchange build- - uay
DINNER
A
evening, September 18. at 8 received here are that no lives were
ing, New York. Mr. Davis says that o clock.
lost.
The car should have reached
98 piece $22.50 China Dinner Sets for $15.00
the people in the east are
N. O. HERMAN,
Somerset late yesterday hut no adgreatly In
Secy.
terested In the progress of the new
98 piece $20.00 Porcelain Dinner Set for $13.50
vices have been reicelved here as to
state and are watching its growth
88 piece $18.00 Porcelain Dinner Set for $12.00
whether fire has been extinguished.
with the keenest of interest
I

i'i

.....,MmJUU3

GREENBERGER

Mr. Merchant.

.

Q QMQ QN

Ui.'.

Hot lunch every moraine
hock ai me Opera Bar.

.

B. F. Forsythe, who is one of the
oldest republicans in San Mimiel
county, has been appointed as a com.
Best meals, best service and clennH. mittee of one to prepare for the reness at the White Kitchen. Menia
ception and entertainment of the "Old
k Timers"
cents.
who attend the republican
state convention to be held in Las
Finch's Golden Wadding Rvo a rroA Vegas on September 28. Mr. Forsythe
o
tjW Is personal acquainted with all of
in me wooa. Direct from "J
distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
the old time politicians and can be
counted on to give them a royal wel
The Ladies Guild of Saint Pm,i' come.
Memorial Episcopal church will meet
tomorrow afternoon at the home of
Mrs. B. H. Newlee, 1045, Fifth street
GOVERNORS'
u

IHE STORE

fine at the

"

la now

closed on
Kroenlg's Lakes. No more fish will
be allowed taken from the lake this
year. Ten Lakes Land Co.

LOCAL NEWS

New Arrival of California

A

uiuj reason

1911..

11,

Are you taking

-

I

vantage of our
low flat rate
dow lighting ?

ESTABLISHED 1876

First National Bank

A well

lighted
show window sells
the goods.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexlcc
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

...

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E D. RAYNOLDS,
Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

FOR

OiWE

20 per

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domtstio and Foreign
Exchange.
A

cent

WEESt OfJL Y
On All Dishes

-

SETS T COST

Our Pride Flour
Chop

Your Fall

Bran

A New

Housecleaning

Shipment
of

Shorts
Clinjj Peaches

and all kinds of Grain, Hay
and Alfalfa at

Tokay and

Las Vegas

Concord

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

J

-

Grapes

Can be made easy
by sending us your
Wool Blankets, Lace
Curtains, Rugs, etc.
It will save you a lot
of bother to have
them taken away and
brought back ready
for use. And the
charges are very
small.
Phone Main 81 or
give them to our

driver.

F0T1m"ayS9'mi
You Bargains in Meals

BEEF

GROCER.

VEAL

Hind quarter
9c per lb
Fore quarter
6c per lb
Sirloin steaks
17jc per lb
Hamburger steaks 15c per lb
Round steak
13c per lb Ribs beef roast
15c per lb
Pot roast
15c per lb
MUTTON

Steak
Chops
Roast
Stew

20c per
15c per
15c per
10c per

,

PORK

Chops
Roast

CHICKEN
Legs
Hens
Chops Loin
20c per lb
Chops shoulder
Springs
23c per lb
25c All kinds of sausages on hand
Stew, 3 lbs for
Bacon, Hams, Lard, Dried Beef, Boiled Ham, at lowest
possible prices at the

per lb
per lb
per lb

Graaf & Hay ward Go. Market

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

lb
lb
lb
lb

20c per lb
17jc per lb
12jc per lb

Boil
15c
20c
15c

;

J. H. STEARNS

knowledge of a first class protection
for every emergency Is better.
Ask Cutler Brothers,
614 Lincoln Ave. Tel. Main 124.

and more DAHLIAS
ye are ready now with our usual fine crop. of Dahlia
blooms. Every color and. shape imaginable; Giants and
Dwarfs;
Cactus, Decorative, Show and Single varieties.
50c and 75c per dozen.
,

...

C.

JOHNSEN

THE PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY
New Mexico State Fair Albuquerque Oct.

.

9-1-

4,

1911.

CURT1SS AVIATION MEET
Glenn H. Curtiss, Director

"Birdmen" of international repute will thrill the crowds for
.
three days, Oct. 11, 12 and 13.

$iooo "Bull" Durham Stake for 2:1a Pacers

to be raced "Bull" Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13. This
was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co. stake

New Shipment

Base Ball Every Day

of

Feature Upon Feature
Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
Special rates on all railroads.
Earth, Pres.
John B. McMamis. --

New Mexico
Honey

wj

and

at

Exciting Horse Races

Hams For SeJe
Head of

350
of i.TtS!

Rambouiflet and Delaine MerinrRams

ms.a,e pPecially bred for range purposes and
breeders m the United States. We have had by one
them at
J2ly- - They are in fine shaP for service
.this f?i wCei?L1St,f
to meet parties at anv of the trains
Stopping at our station, Shoemaker, and show them" the rams
J vFor further particulars address,
.

ft

-

S

'

:

'

J. P. Van Houten

Co.

Shoema.k.r, N. M.

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

SnHsoriiso for Tim Opi!o
;

v.

SON

&

"Complete Furnishers of the Home."

For bowel comnlalnta In rfillrlran
always Eive Chamberlain's Pniin rvini.
era and Diarrhoea Remedy and castor
. .
TA
ll
uii.
ii is- uercain to enect a cure ana
when reduced with water and nwpafpn.
ed is pleasant to take. No physician
can prescribe a better remedy. For
sale by all druggists.

Fresh Cali
fornia Figs

DAHLIAS-DAHLI- AS

Onion & Son
Perry
507 Sixth Street Phone Main 462

J.

DISCOVERY OF RICH OIL FIELDS
In New Mexico s good; but the

